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Chapter I 

I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

( 
East-\-lest economic and trade relations has been a 

major agenda in the discussion of international relations 

both in the socialist and capitalist countries for quite 

some time now. Even the Third World countries are closely 

·watching the developments in the trade and economic rela

tions between these two ideologically rival groups in the 

wake of growing demand for a New International Economic 

Order. For a country like India, whose ·aoonomy is offici

ally described as socialistic and at the s~ne time under

developed, the close study of East-West econc;>mic relation 

can be quite fruitful both in the sphere of experience and 

potential opportunities. To our mind, the study of East

West economic and tr:ade relations is of interest on two 
I 

grounds: 

(a) It gives us a practical knowledge on how two mutu- , 

ally rival (politically, militarily and economic

ally) groups can come together for mutual benefit. 

(b) If gives guidelines to a plannei and underdeveloped 

economy like India about how to extract the best 

out of economic transaction in the international 

market for the achievsnent of the goals of the 

domestic economy. 
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However, the realization of (a) and (b) to the full 

demands minute details of the working process of the East

West relations which is beyond the scope of our work. In 

the chapters that follow we will make a modest attanpt to 

find out the salient features of East-West trade and econo

mic relations since the early seventies to the early years 

of the present deeade. 

When we talk about East and West as two groups do 

we mean only a number of selected countries on both sides. 

In the Eastern group only the countries of East-Europe 1. e. 

German Democratic Republic, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, 

Hungacy, Bulgaria and U1ion of Soviet Socialist Republic 

will be taken into account. On the Western side we will 

deal mainly with United Kingdom, France, Austria, Federal 

RepUblic of Germany, Italy, United States of Ameria and 

Japan. Now we know most of the countries on either side 

belong to some group or other. All the socialist countries 

we will be dealing with belong to Council efOv-Mutual Econo

mic Assistance (Q.iEA) ani most of the Western capitalist 

countries belong either to European Economic Commission 

(EEC) or Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Develop

ment (OECD). For a better perception of the intricacies 

in the trade and· economic relations between the countries 
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we are concerned with, it is imperative to describe briefly 
1 the two major organisations i.e. CMEA·and EEC. 

CMEA was estab~ished in 1949 to promote "multilateral 

integration amongst its members. 112 Its founder members were 

USSR, Bulgaria, Czechoslavakia, Hungary, Poland, Ranania 

(Albania only in file), GDR joined in 1950, Mongolia in 1962, 

Cuba in 1972 and Vietnam 1978. Yugaslavia has had an 

observer status in the organisation. In 1950s CME.A. was more 

or less donnant, but in sixties and seventies it played a 

major role to promote economic integration amongst its 

members. To some Westerners, it was socialist bloc's 

response to nMarshal Plann in the early years of its exist

ence. 3 But after the death of Stalin this attitude changed 

as the Council defined its aims in official charters. 

"COMECON was to be a community in which resources are allo

cated for the good of the region as a whole. "4 One 

1. We are discussi~ ~because barring Japan and USA other 
five countries (U.K., France, Italy, FRG, Austria) ·that 
we will be mainly coreerned with are menbers of EFn. 
Moreover, our emphasis on EEC is also due to the fact that 
EEC is the most influential Western organisation on the 
matters of East-West relations. 

2. Marer Paul, "Foreward," in Pecsi, Kalman ( ed.), ~ 
Future of Socialist Economic JJ!tegrat1Qn, M.E.Sharpe, Inc. 
Carmonk, New YorkA 1981, reprinted in Eastern European 
E~onomics, Fall 1~80, Vol.XIX, No.1, pp.vii. 

3. Wiles, P and Smith, A •. t "The Convergence of the ·CMEA. on 
the ~,1' in Shlain ana Yannopou+os (eds.) I.b.L~C and 
~:?tern Euro32~ (Cambridge University Press~, Cambridge 
197"'S, P• 72. 

4. Franklyn, Daniel and 1-foreton Edwina, "COMECON Survey," 
Economi,§i, April 20, 1985. 
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fundamental aim of the Council was specialization. 

Through specialization it was sought to foster economic 

and technological development, eliminate the gap between 

richer and poorer countries and strengthen its defence 

capacity. Burning desire was of course, to catch up with 

the capitalist world bot:q militarily and economically if 

not to supercede them. 

To fulfil the above mentioned obj actives COMECON --
has developed quite an elaborate organisation. Council 

session is the top in the hierarchy which usually sits 

annually where Prime Ministers from the member countries 

discuss broad policy matters. Below this Council Session 

COM:BX!ON has: "an executive canmi ttee which meets quarterly; 

committees on planning, research, engineering and supplies; 

a permanent Secretariat, and scattered around the group 

are more than twenty Standing Commissions responsible for 

detailed coordination in specific industries or problem 

areas. n5 On top of all these there are a number of 

official bodies including two banks, a number of transport 

organisations and more than sixty co-ordinating research 

centres. 

E8C was established in 1958. Its founder members 

were the countries, France, FRG and Italy. Its share in 

'· Ibid. 
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the world's total (portion of) area is 2 per cent;popula

tion; 7 per cent;national income; 18 per cent; industrial 

output 19 per cent and foreign trade volume, 34 per cent. 

Corresponding CMEA figures are: population, 10 per cent; 

area, 18 per cent; national income, 21 per cent, indus;.. 

trial output, 30 per cent and foreign trade, 9 per cent. 

The principal mission of EEC bas been "to establish and 

refer the rules under which private enterprise can seek 

profitable commercial opportunities in the member 

countries. 116 

Unlike CMEA, EEC is supranational body. It has 

several supra-national authorities like EEC Commission, 

the Council of Ministers, the European Parliament, the 

court of Justice, the Europ~an Coal and Steel Community. 

Now with these EFJJ countries if we add Austria, 

USA, and Japan the corresponding figure of Western blocks 

share in worlds total will really go high and nature of 

relationship amongst rnenbers will also be quite different. 

But in any case, our intention here is not to give a 

superficial comparison between the organisations in the 

East and West. This comparison is simply not possible 

--------·---------
6. Ibid· Also Fortes, R. "Western Investment in Eastern 

Europe," in Shlain and Yannopoulos (eds.), n.3. 
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as it is obvious that role, function ani very structural 

relationship of the organisations are very different. 

Thus to our mind it is far more sensible to 

introduce our topic by discussing the institutional back

ground of foreign trade in socialist economy (as our basic 

preoccupation will be the socialist economics throughout 

the dissertation),- changing attitude between East and West 

and finally present situation between these two sides. 

The institutional background of foreign trade of 
I 

all the East European countries are similar despite the 

very different roles that foreign trade plays in these 

countries, say, Hungary and USSR. 7 After 1948, Soviet 

model was applied in all the East-European countries. The 

reforms since mid-stxties were supposed to "radicalise" 

the system but only gradually. 

In all the East European countries we see:~a foreign 

trade monopoly of the state with its foreign trade ministry 

as the only responsible authority. The foreign trade 

ministry constructs import and export plans within tbe 

boundary defined by the Central Planning Conmission. "In 

---------------------------
7. In late seventies the percentage share of foreign trade 

in GNP was almost 50 per cent in case of Hungary whereas 
in case of USSR it was a meagre 60 per cent. Economic 
'G9{3graphy of the Socialist Countries of E!:!!:~ Progress, 
1 l o, p.138. 
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drawing up import plan, the Foreign Trade Ministry takes 
\ --

into account, on the one hand, the demands for fmport 

made by enterprises to their industrial ministries, and 

on the other hand, the state of foreign markets an:l supply 

estimates derived from the material balances communicated 

to it by GOSPLAN". 8 Bilateral trade concluded with other 

socialist country is integrated with th~ temporary plan 

which is actually engaged in the foreign trade. Foreign 

Trade Ministry also fonnulates both the short-term and 

long-tenn trade policy and is responsible for the imple

mentation of current y·ears plan. 

Foreign trade corporations are organised around 

different production sectors and are responsible for export 

and import of given types of commodities. These corpora

tions are subordinate to the Foreign Trade Hinistry in true 

sense of. the term as "volume, prices, transport co·sts, 

structure and direction of foreign trade have already been 

planned out as far as possible by the ministry within the 

framework of global trade plan. n9 These decisions are merely 

forwarded to the respective corporations, who at best even 

9· Boltho Andrea, Foreitn Trade Criteria in Social1_st 
Countries, Cambridgenivers!ty Press, ·cambridge~ 1971, 
P• 39. . 
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suggest minor modification, for implementation. The 

rela.tlonsh:i.p between the corporations and the basic units 

in the sphere of export and import i.e. enterprise, is 

also very tenuous so much so that channels of contract ·1s 

always vertical (from Foreign Trade l1inistry to Foreign 

Trade Corporation from Industrial Hinistry to produci~ 

enterprise) and almost no horizontal controls are allowed, 

except at the very top level. 

Each Foreign Trade Corporation tries to seel its 

products or buy its import requirements in conformity 

with the Plan in the foreign market at the best possible 

price. This is done through bargaining either with foreign 

government or foreign firms. With the capitalist countries 

the general practice is to follow current world prices, 

though at times it happens that East Europe has to sell 

bel0\-1 the price due to mismanagement. When world prices 

are undetermined, as it usually happens with manufactured 

goods where quality is important, bargaining power am 

relative economic strength is determinant for price fixing. 

In the internal operation, Foreign Trade Corporation 

buys the goods to be exported at its whole-sale dQnestic 

prices (in, say, forint) and sell it in the international 

market at the world/or Contract Price. The foreign 

exchange received this way is deposited in the State Bank 
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and converted into domestic currency at the official 

" exchange rate. In the case of imports, . FTC.:; buys the 
• 

goods in the world market with the foreign exchange 

sold to than by State Bank and sell them domestically . 
at tl:Je prevailing whole sale price of s::tmilar goods 

produced at home. 

One characteristic of this type of foreign trade 

is that they insist on bilateral trade. Though introduc

tion of multilateral trade is under way through multi

lateral payment schene etc., bilateral trade still renains 

a favourite. Two reasons can be attributed to this: 

(1) Rigidity of plan does not permit to incorporate un

expected demand of a multi-lateral set-up; (2) Bilateral 

trade makes it easier to fulfil one's own import plan. 

In the fifties there was hardly any contact bet\<1een 

FTEs and enterprise due to which enterprises suffered 

from the lack of knowledge of the market and opportunities. 

Moreover, being obsessive with the fulfilment 6r over 

fulfilment of quantitative targets, enterprises overlooked 

quality of products and also its responsibility to sell 

them abroad in competitive markets. With the reforms in 

the sixtj.es such a discouraging situation bas been sought 

to be changed. With more freedom to enterprises, decentra

lization in decision making, more contacts amongst various 
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bodies, incentives to enterpr:f..ses through premiums arrl 

bonuses, more keen watch on the disparity between foreign 

prices and domestic ones. 

But even today import is regarded as more important 

and export an unavoidable necessity. As Oscarlange said 

it long back, "This principle that the fundamental deter

minant is our need for imports - we plan import and then 

plan to exports enough to pay for them, as the first 

principle of socialist.International Trade." This 'first 

principle' is applied in all the East-European countries 

despite their differences in economic structure. For 

example, in Poland, "exports of very many goods are a 

resultant items of the material balances 11 •
10 In Hungary, 

while imports were determined by plan, exports were 

haphazardly chosen as L.Zsoldos writes, "the only criteria 

for volume and composition of exports has been whether or 

not they pay for imports regardless of price." A similar 

situation existed in GDR also where 11imports and exports 

depend on the state of the material balance• " 11 

It is well-acknowledged that this system of planning 

out trade "ignores relative costs of product ion, alternative 

------------------------
10. Bottho, A., n.9, p.53. 

11. Zsoldos~ 1. quoted in Bo~tho, A., n.91 p.56. 
Pryor, ~·.1., Communist Foreign_Irade oyst~, PP•57-60. 
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production process and trade programmes and relation 

between trade and investment. Recent CMEA specialisation 

endeavour and long term planning tries to rectify the 

problems and thereby encourage investment in sectors with 

a comparative advantage but till recently there has been 

no real effort to do away with this anphasis on physical 

planning. This is shown by the use· of material balances 

technique on an international scale so far trade between 

member countries are concerned." These methods, it is 

true, do shovv whether enough of any canroodity is being 

produced by the block as a whole and above surplus and 

deficit arise but as Soviet sources admit, they cannot by 

themselves indicate which will be the most efficient of 

the alternative patterns of specialization. n 12 A Hungarian 

official document also express similar realization when 

it says, "It is almost impossible to determine which foreign 

trade transaction is ad:vantag eous for us and which is not. tt 13 

Dev§lopment of R~lation Betwe_gm~ast-West OveL_the Years 

Although it appears to be quite surprising EEC had 

no official contact with the CMEA till date 1974 but it had 

its own policies towards the individual states. 14 The 

12. Boltho, A.; n. 9, p.60. 

13· Ibid.' p.63. 

14. Marsh, Peter, "The Development of Relations Between the 
EEC and the Cl•'lEA," in Shlain and Yannopoulos (eds.), 
n.3, p.25o 
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economic and political changes in post 1974 period led 

to 1'an increase in the authority and relevance of the 

community in foreign economic policy and to effect the 

beginning of a qualitative change in EEX;-Q1EA relationsn. 15 
In this period these changes also influenced heavily the 

attituqe of CHEA countries towards EEC and East-West 

economic cooperation. Side by side there was new assess

ment of the "degree of advantage to be smred by the :BEC 

member states from collective action towards the Soviet 

Union and East ern Europe. u 
16 

In the fifteen years from 1957 to 1972 EEC was seen 

as a threat and as an organ or monopoly capitalism and was 

not recognised by the CMEA. But over the years new realiza

tion dawned upon the CPEs (Centrally Planned Economies) as 

they started comparing their own experience with that of 

West. The immediate causes of this change has been attri

buted by Marsh and others on the following factors. 

(i) Drive towards Ci'1EA integration, (ii) the development of 

domestic economic reforms, (iii) tbe development in 

Czechoslovakia in 1968. 

But undoubtedly economic refonns were the major 

policy changes in the period 1968-7!t-. Basic idea behind 

15· Ibid. 

16. Ibid., p.26. 
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these refonns ·were to increase productive efficiency of 

all the COM~ON economies by incorporating new techniques 

and some amount of decentralization. To achieve this goal 

the need was felt for sophisticated technology, advar.ced 

management technique and new source of investment. This 

automatically led to a new emphasis on foreign trade and 

and economic cooperation with the ·western capitalist states 

in order to draw on their resources. of financial and 

technological expertise to tbe full. In 1968 a Romanian 

technocrat put it in the following words, "for a time we 

thought that the USSR was. the fountain technological 

progress - and indeed she was for us. But, in spite of 

our late start in industrialization we quickly discovered 

that there was little to learn from our big brothers. What 

we need are wider horizons. In many fields we can 

modernise our economy more effectively by tapping the 

reservoir of Western technology. u 17 

At the same time, in the same period all the 

socialist enterprises were trying to penetrate Western 

markets for earning hard currency and consequently to 

achieve '.a world market standards in production. 

-------------·--------------------
17. Wicz1nski, J., "Technologycin COl'4":ECON", Macmillan, 1974, 

P• 296. 
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On the Western front the crisis of world economy 
\.-· . 

and increased competition made EEC its reasse§s- ·the 

possibilities of benefit out of East-West economic 

relations. England moved into action in 1964 and then 

others followed suit. The first real threat of competi

tion came in the. wake of American Economic Policy after 

1968. In fact this policy forced all the Western Europe 

into a course of collective action towards a~EA states. 

Faced with increasing competition of Western Europe and 

ITapan, _US resorted to protectnism at home and search for 

new market outlets abroad. This led to a reappraisal of 

political and economic attitude towards the Socialist 

state. At the same time Japan also started moking 

cooperative gestures towards East European affer objectively 

analysing the economic situation in the socialist and out

side world keeping herself up to its true image of shrewd 

trader. Thus USA and Japan emerged as :'. two new and 

significant factors in East-West trade and cooperation in 

the early seventies. Both America and Japan enterPd into 

dealfngs with USSR to exchange technologies for raw 

materials. Japan agreed to help explort:ng deposits in 

Siberia and also opened branch offic(;s:; in Moscow to 

to facilitate business negotiation. In adnition Japan 

granted a loan of $1000 million to USSR in 1973. Similarly, 
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two A:nerican corporations, IBl"i and Occidental petroletnl 

opened bramh offices in Hoscow aft'er signing major 

contracts with the Soviet Union. In 1972 Nixon-I3rezlmev 

Summit saw the signing of a trade agreenent and pro:note 

of an export input back credit. 18 Thus from 1972 onwards 

both American Soviet and Japan Soviet trade were on the 

upswing. 

Faced with such a changing scenario in the 

external world, tLe states of Western Europe -realized 

that to extract maximum ad vantage they must put up a 

unified front both to USA, Japan and CMEA. To avoid 

competition amongst thew.selves and to prevent socialist 

block from playing one state off another to obtain most 

favourable Tenns of Trade the West European countries 

decided to change their conventional line approach 

towards the countries in the socialist world. This is 

how a changing attitude of the Socialist world met with 

a changed approach of the \~est Europe to alter the course 

of East-West relation from early 1970s. 

IDe Situation in the 1980~ 

East-West trade and economic relation is passing 

through a rough weather which began with Russian inter

vention. in Afghanistan in 1979. At the same time re

scheduling of the Polish and Romanian debt and the imposi

tion of martial law in Poland ·has also comtributed ·in 
-----------------------------18. This agreement was c-onditioned upon Congress's approval 

to a Trade-Bill and broke down in 1978. 
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darnpen~ng the initial enthusiasm of economic exchange between 

the two sides. The pipe line controversy in 1982-33 between 

Euro.pe and US marked the culmination of the debate on the 

desirable extent of relation between Socialist and Capitalist 

economics. On the whole, East-West trade is stagnating 

today. Imports from the West are declining and at the same 

time exports from the East are not being able to make any 

headway in the markets of the industrialized West. On the 

debt front East European countries are sh:>wing some improve

ment but nevertheless in the whole of seventies they showed 

a pennanent deficit in their trade account. Western l.>anks 

are working to short-term loans fran medium and long· tenn 

ones and displaying disinterest. At the same time US and 

its allies are trying to influence other Western countries 

to put restraint on the West-CHEA cooperative ventures. 

All these developments only shows that East-West trade 

relation continues to be inseparably linked with political 

relations. 

Even within the bloc the scenario in the early years 

of eighties is not very encouraging. The prospect of 

'integration' is not very bright· There has been no consensus .,., 

on: regarding the basis of specialization, how to measure and 

divide the fruit of specialization, what kind of regional 

trade, financial and incentive sy sterns would harmonize the 

interest of different enterprises in different countries, 
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so that they are willingly integrated as suppliers and 

buyers. 19 Such discouraging development in East European 

economic integration sc£1eme will also contribute to a slow 

down of East-\-Jest trade relations in its own way. 

Keeping the above mentioned factors in mind we can 

perhaps say that East-West trade and economic relation is 

still in a •transition period' and in the chapters to 

follow we will make a modest attempt to capture different 

aspects of East-West relations in this period. 

The thesis is designed as follows: 

Foreign trade is an indispensable part of any 

economy. _Socialist economies are also no exception to this. 

The universally accepted objective of foreign trade is to 

produce goods and services which are both indispensable and 

unatVailable in the domestic economy. Depending on the 

level, strategy and scope of development, foreign trade does 

play an iznportant role in enabling an ~onomy to attain its 

desired goal. Furthermore, foreign trade of a particular 

nature can also be a necessity if a particular path of ,_

development in. a particular way is pursued in the countries 

concerned. It is well established that after the adoption 

of import-led growth strategy the role of foreign trade in 

CPEs has changed and at the same time trade with the 

19· Marez, Paul and Montias, J.M. (eds. ), ~.:ll,::!!dropean 
Integr_~tio!l_~d East West Trade, Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press; 1980 and also Pecsi Ka~nan (ed.), 
n.2, expresses the similar kind of opinion. 
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industrialised West has also been perceived as an objective 

necessity. In our first chapter we discuss the specific 

role foreign trade bas to pay in CPEs. 

In Chapter II, we will devote our attention to the 

growth of trade volume over the years, its changing composi

tion and the directions of trade flows is taking since early 

seventies. In this chapter attempt will be made to unvetl 

the reasons which led to an "out-burst" of trade and economic 

relations between the East and West. We will also trace 

the financial relations between the two sides in the period 

s.tarting from early seventies to early parts of eighties. 

Along with above two, industrial cooperation between East 

and West Vlill also be briefly discussed. Japan being the 

only 'capitalist east' trading V~ith •socialist V~est', we 

will discuss Japan's economic exchange separately in the 

same chapter. 

In the third chapter, some important problems which 

have cropped up after 1970 and also the problems inherent 

in a centrally planned economy trading in the international 

market will be looked into. But in this chapter our main 

focus will be on the debt problem which has been haunting 

the smaller East European countries for quite some time 

now. 
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In our concluding chapter we wUl summarise the 

salient features of the above mentioned chapters. A 

modest attempt would also be made it possible, to giver 

logically built up suggestions. 

Finally, a few words about the statistical data used 

in the dissertation. Statistical information published by 

different sources show wide discrepancy in the matter of 

East-West trade. Some time the discrepancy arises because 

of unequal recordings. of trade and shipments. ~.foreover 

COHECON countries do not publish data on bala~e of trade. 

Again .reliability of many sources are extremely doubtful. 

Taking all these factors into accpunt, we have exclusively 

used (barring a few exceptional cases) the statistical 

band-book on CMEA trade published by Vienna Institute of 
co 1~'\>oYo.ru. h~€ e c.tJn~m)c '>-T~Ailicell> 

for.&i:Rg t-Petde ana G.evol~ment; 1-a. 1982. 

Throughout the dissertation statistical inferences 

are drawn on the basis of simple calculation. Furthermore, 

tbe definitions and code numbers used in the various 

statistical tables are given along with tables used in various 

chapters. 

The countries mostly discussed in the CMEA and 

industrialised West are as follows: 

1. CMEA (7): Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, GDR, Hungary, Poland, 

Romania and USSR. 

2. Industrialised West (7): ~SA, Japan, Austria, FRG, France, 

Italy and u. K. (Some time some more countries may be 

incJ· ·~ in the second group if necessary). 
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ROLE A.t"JD NECESSITillS OF FOREIGN TRADE IN CENTRALLY 

PLANNED ECONOMIES 

Foreign trade is an integral part of any modern 

economy. In this age of fast changing technology and ever 

increasing specialization of production it is almost a 

wild dream to think about an autarkic stat e. But at the 

same time the importance of foreign trade or the status of 

external economic relations is not the same for each and 

every ecommic com::nunity of the world. Like any other 

economic institution, the external trade and economic rela

tions also do take a particular shape, a unique direction 

and propagates a certain economic ideology based on both 

the material base and need and political reality of the 

country coreerned. The economies of the East European 

Socialist countries doe:xhil;>it all such traits but at,~the 

same time reassert the truth that no modern economy can 

move towards its cherished goals without taking part in 

the international division of labour. But this participa

tion of the socialist community in the international economy 

has passed through many ups and downs, :bas to pass through 

ma~y rough weathers. It was not in a very distant past when 

one saw all the socialist countries led by USSR being forced 
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to impose autarky as they were seen as a deviator form 

the path which was so natural for the world economic 

cominunity as a whole. But to-day, we see staunchest 

economic, political and military rivals shaking hands over 

diplomatic tables promising each other to ·cooperate in 

their econanic pursuits. What appears to be a miracle if 

one does not delve in deep to find the rationale is nothing 

but what economists always argued theoretically although 

with varying degrees and from different outlooks. What we 

mean to say is that the two groups with conflicting econo

mic e ideology are joining hands in the economic field not 

out of tbeir delinqucy but on the basis of their cool, 

calculative understanding of the economic reality. In the 

following pages we would like to discover these realities. 

Our enquiry becomes more interesting because what we will 

be dealing with are two groups: COMECON and world's richest 

community i.e. industrialised capitalist countries (EEC, 

Japan and USA).· COMECON matters because it unites the 

West's principal economic and military rivals, its members 

form a tenth of world's population and certainly produce 

more than a tenth of the world's imome;J CONECON also 

matters because they are det~rmined to get stronger. For 

a beginner what. strikes at the very first look is the 

aspiration of central planners fully to mash trade 

~ . 
1. COM:OCON-_ ~urvey, Economist, April 20, 1986 

\) ., 
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central planning process through state mo:oopoly of foreign 

·trade (MFr) and to mitigate as much as possible the un

certainty inherent in trade by ooreluding binding ·agreements. 

"CPEs engage in external commerce not so much to 

maximise the micro and macro economic gains from trade as 

to facilitate the implementation of pr&-set nation wide 

economic plans or the realization of centrally held develop

ment priorities. In other words, the gains or costs of 

individual transactions ani hence individual com;nodity 

prices, do not matter much in terms of overall success 

criteria of CPEs as long as the trade sector is centrally 

controlled. n2 Another thing which should be kept in mind 

is that each economic ·contracts/deals with the West has its 

specific factors affected by a multitude of factors which 
,. . ' 

vary at different times and in different countries. A 

detailed factual description on the motives, the execution 

and the results of various contracts constitutes a warning 

against generalizations ~d pre-conceived ideas~ 

The influence of foreing trade on the growth process 

of centrally planned economies, evidently defers from that 

2. Brabant, Jozef M. ,
1

, "Role o:f »'<M;~~ Trade. :I.G Centrally-
Rl.anoed Economies: The USSR anClA orlomic Integratioz.:.t~ 1\C.:.mmel\~ 
§oviet s.tudi es, Vol·xxxvr, No.1; January 1984, pp.1zt-28 • . 

3. Hill, Malcolm, R., East-West Trade Inlu§trlli Cooperation 
!!!:!ld Tecbnology Transfer... Gower Pubhshing \London), 1983'-;-
l~~..:,..e),,.)e.d ~ S.oU.:...e.\ $\-'-'.d..;.EA \\.~\.fv~'L'.l\, No·l, J~~ 1 \0,!S-1-> fl~l 
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usually associated with the market economies, either 

developed or underdeveloped. In the case of Western indus

trialised economies the influence of foreign trade operates 

only through its exports. This can happen either in a " 

"Keynesian underemployed type of world, in which export 

demand, thro':gh the foreign trade multiplier, supple:nents 

an insufficient dorn estic effective demand, or in a post~war 

full employment society, in which growth can often be.:·· export 

propelled, by virtue of a!·spiral of investment stimulating 

increases in productivity which in their turn promote exports; . 
than.l{s to the latter, balance of payment, constraints can be 

ignored and further high investment plans launched, which keep 

the economy in a state of long run confidence itself generator 

of further and faster grwoth 11 • 
4 

In the underdeveloped countries it is import which 

leads to grwoth. Imports provide the required techniques 

and capital goods which cannot be produced within the economy. 

Thus, here import multiplier assumes tbe role of the prime 

mover • The centrally planned economies fall on the inter-

..... ediate level and it is for that reason they could be defined 
' 

as 'semi developed 1 • 5 

4. Boltbo, Andrea, "'rh~ __ Ro~€ Qf..l:oreign Trad~ Criteri8; in 
Socialist C.Q..!d!}t_ries,nCam riage Uriiversity Press, cambridge, 
'f9~p.128· -

5. This definition is used by Adler Karlsson, in iThe Semi
Developed Socialist Economy' cited here from the foot
note, Boltho, n. 4, P• 129. 
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Although, it may appear in the first sight that the 

economic structure and grov1th meets rese·11ble more closely 

to those of less developed countries,.;it can be said with 

confidence that most of the socialist countries bad reached 

higher economic development than modern less-developed 

countrtes much before their socialist revolution. Tbe.Y 

never really had the burning necessity to look for capital 

goods outside to produce desired result of output. They 

had enough skill and sophistication to produce them intern

ally. F'or tl'~e centrally planned ecomrny "it was easier to 

limit the funct::ton of foreign trade to that of accessory to 

a development process fostered within a general autarktc 

frame. 116 

The Stanlist model of industrialization aided by 

strictly controlled pattern of foreign excllange bas allowed 

tl'le East-European countries to industrialise rapidly without 

resorting to excessive specialization to any primary coznnodi~ 

ties and probably to "alter tbe comparative advantage pattern 

which would have been dictated to them, at tbe outset, by 

strictly static considerations. n7 Without getting into any 

controversy, one can say in material sense tbat ·the strategy 

paid off but all these happened in three decades back. The 

situation did not remain the same after mid-sixties and 

------------------------
6. Boltho, n. 4, P· 129.-

7. Ib 1 d. , p. 13 0. 
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particularly after the beginning of seventies. Most of 

the old priorities goes '.We~e achieved. 8 Over the years 

range of possible choices widened considerably in the form 

of cr1emica1s, consumer goods, increase leisure, electronics, 

agriculture etc. At the same time there is no more Le"Wis 

type of unlimited supply of labour fran the country side. 

The gro"Wtb process itself bas changed its course from 

extensive to intensive one. 9 Possibilities are limited 

for further increase in the output by mere plant multiplica

tion. "Marginal capital output ratio is increasing. The . 
much more refined and different choices associated with 

capital deepening are taking place of rought and ready 

metwds that for a long time had been directing capital 

into a few chosen sectors. 1110 

In such a situation as described above foreign trade 

has a more positive role to play as f~:tr as gro"Wth is 

cone erned. Foreign trade here widens choices, creats 

ecoromies of skill and specially stimulates technical 

progress. Technical programmes can be stimulated tr.ll'ough 

a concentration of bffort, in e:xports sector, keeping in 

v-: .. 
8~- Electricity, steel and armaments were the first in the 

priority list, Boltbo, ne4, P•130. 

9. Ibid. Wile zynski, J., §Q£ialist Economic....Qevelo_gment 
~Reforms, Macmillan, 1974, P~·9-17• 

10. Boltoo, n.4, p. 130. 
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view the international standard of quality. Governments 

have come to recognize that imports needs are potentially 

very large. Although they still regard exports as an un

avoidable necessity; consequently growth can be exported;, 

but dependents on foreign trade is increasing and planned 

specialization, both inter and intra industrial, is being 

pursued. In this conditions imports perform a function 

similar to the one so far considered, but exports too begin 

tlo contribute by encouraging the gro\vth of leading sectors 

capability of stimulating the rest of the economy, arrl by 

helping to dismantle an under-specialized economy jn which 

a large number of conmodities was produced in almost invari

ably inefficient conditions. 

It is ironical that the stress laid on heavy indus

tries is row creating foreign trade problem for several of 

the East-European countries. These should not, however, be 

taken as an indictment of the growth pattern chosen. The 

relative ·neglect of primary products and insufficient atten

tion to quality which are at the root of present imbalance 

between over production of machinery and scare ity of ra-w 

materials, could probably be corrected by G1EAs efforts. 

That the socialist outlook to foreign trade has 

changed, 11_ can be seen from the COlvlECON 1 s declared policy 

-------------------------------11. Wilczynsk, J.~' n.91 pp.260-99.; Smith, Alan, H., 
ThfLPlann~~Q!12!!!.~es of ~§.urn E~, Croom Helm, 
London and Canberra, 1983? PP• 203-20. 
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to develop trade 'with all countries of the world'. Here 

one may wonder whether this declared policy and CMEA's 

integration effort would go hand in hand. We feel tbey 

would .. Because if COMFX:ON members were to work·more 

efficiently tbey should produc.e b:tter goods to sell more 

of them to the world. That in turn would help them to 

fill their hard currency coffers, enabling them to buy 

more western goods. So, far from being incompatible, 

CQ'1ECON's integration .and East-v!est trade can flourish 

togethere 

Not only above theoretical possibility, there are 

sound reasons too to believe t.t-Jat the ·~drive · for more 

comradely cooperation will go hand in band with Western 

trade. In the past, CO~ffiCON's joint project have heeded 

large top-ups of Western equipment. In the biggest project 

of all,-the Soyuz gas pipeline, about 80 per cent of the 

materials used said to have been imported from the West. 

And in order to modernise their factories and cut energy 

consumption, COMECON countries need just the sort of advanced 

technology the West can provide· 12 

So, today,. tr.1e question is not whether ClviEA want·s ,, 

trade with the West bt~t how much of it and wr.at type of it. 

----------------------------
12. Franklin Daniel and Moreton, Edwina, "Comecon Survey," 

·Economi~ April 1985. 
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Unfortunately there is hardly any consensus among the 

COHECON members regarding the optimum volume of trade. 

Russians·definitely want to reduce it as theY think that 

look West attitude distracted attention from the potential 

of tr.eir own innovation. One bears then wanting to "liquid

ate unjustified reports from the capitalist countries. n 13 

But East-European countries need hard currency not 

only to buy equipment but also to service tl1eir debt. True, 

tbe East-European six reacted impressively to the Western 

credit squeeze which affected them all in the wake of Poland's 

collapse. But even for most of tbe six 14 debe service is 

still a heavy burden. Even among trl€ six the pinch is not 

felt equally. Of the countries whose economies tilt mostly 

to the West, Hungary and GDR have been keen to keep their 

Western trade and Western, credits flowing strong. Bulgaria 

and Czechoslavakia have a relatively low debt and both have 

been reluctant to start borrowing qn a large scale and 

consequently are less worried. 15 

The above paragraphs should not suggest tbat the 

need of technology and capital laid CMEA countries to trade 

13. Babakou, Nicholai; Chief Soviet Planner, quoted in 
"COHF.CON Survey," The Economist, 20 April 1985. 

14· Ibid. Six: Romania, Poland, Hungary, GDR; Bulgaria, 
Czechoslavakia. 

15. Ibid. 
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with t.be West and West also reciprocated out of generosity. 

As we have already mentioned the trade between East and 

West is of great interest to both the parties. As such law 
• of capital has the incessant desire for expansion and hence 

endless search for new markets. So all the capitalist 

countries do see a vast potential but yet shielded market 

in the East Europe and will naturally be inclined to explore 

when they feel that it goes well with their interest. 

Another thing which strengthen this desire v1as the prolonged 

recession and stagnant {if not slackening) demand in the 

home markets. Along with these two or rather in consequent 

of these two one found Japan and USA corr~eting with West 

Europe to get a share in the cake. Not only that amongst 

tbe West :&lropean countries there were tendencies to cut in 

to eacb other's sharese 16 All these gave more and more 

importance to the East Europe economy exchange. Both the 

sides are trying to make the best out of it for their own 

interest without touching tbe issue of fundamental differences 

between the two community .. 

Thus what we are trying to argue here is that East

West trade and economic relations should not be seen as a 

game between a dependent and provided economy but as a 

--------·----------------------
16. Marsh, Peter, "The Development or B.elations Between the 

EEC and the CMEA," in Shlaim and Yannopoulos {eds.), 
The~~nd East~rE Eur~Pe, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambr1dge, 197~, pp;JB:59· 
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complementary one which is so natural at this era of 

intern~tionalization of production. The very fact that 

CHEA 1 s eXports to EEC bas 61 per cent raw materials and 

EEC 1 s exports to CMEA had 91 per cent manufactured 

products in it in the---year 1975. 17 only 'gives::testimony 

to our observation of their complementary nature. But 

here one must not that so far as volume of trade is 

concerned EEC is more important partner to CMEA than 

Q.1EA to EEC. For example, E:OC share in CMEA foreign 

trade was in excess of 25 per cent but CM&A 1 s share in 

EEC 1 s foreign trade did not amount to more than 4 per cent 

in 1976· 18 Similarly only somewhat more than 3 per cent 

of OECD 1s total foreign trade is conducted with COM:E:l80N 

countries and exports of COl·iECON countries were onlY of 

o.6 per cent of OECD 1 s GNP in 1981. Horeover, the signi

fi cane e of tee hnolog y transfer - such as one in natural 

gas pipeline deal - cannot be discussed in figures. If 

one measures the importance of East West trade in terms 

of the entire external trade volume of the various countries 

it becomes clear that figuratively COk-ID::ON countries are • 

more dependent on the West than vice-versa. The following 

two tables (Tables 1 (a) and (b)) will illustrate this•'· 

17. l>iuller, Friedemam, "Hutual Economic Dependence Between 
the ~ and the CMEA.," in Shlaim and Yannopoulos (eds.), 
n. ~6, P• 209. 

18. Ibid., pp.207-08. 
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Table _lli_L 
S IG NIFI CANCE OF TRADE WITH THE EAST-BLOC FOR SOME SELOCTED 

OEJD COUNTRIES* IN 1981 

~st Bloc Exports East blocl Imports 
_ · ~fobl __ icifl ___ 

in milo¢ % share in million % share 
of total $ of total 

-~orts ---- imuorts 

Finland 3, 709 26.) 3,816 26.9 

Austria 1 '816 11·5 2,500 11-3 

West Germany** 8,625 '· 6.4 5,866 5.9 

France 4,118 4e1 5 '025 4.2 

Sweden 1 '115 3.9 1 '295 4.5 

Italy 2, 546 3.4 4,769 5.2 

· Swi t z.erland 883 3.3 1,235 4.0 

U.K.@ 2,565 2.4 2,875 2.5 

Japan 4,356 2.9 2,429 1.,7 

USA 1,555 1. 0 4,343£ 0.6 

OECD Europe** 32,206 4.0 39,719 4.6 

OECD Total** 44,138 3.4 44,260 3.2 

---------
* Source: O~D, Statistics of ::F'oreign Trade, July 1982. 

Reproduced in Dobrovolny, J., "East-West Trade in 
a Transition Per-Loq ,." East Euro)gan Q.uarterly, 
XVII, No.3, Septe~oer 19S1, p.3 • 

** Includine inter Ger.nan Trade 

@ Est:imated 

£ f. o. ~. 
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Tabl.L11Ql 

SIGNIF-:::CANCE OF TRADE WITH TilE WEST FOR C0!'1ECON CaJNTRIES 
1981 

Exports to Imports Balance iJ]~e~Western-
OECD* from OECD* exports imports 

billion billion in total in total 
~ $ export imoort 

volume@ volume@ --- --- --------
USSR 25.0 22.2 +a. 8 32· 5 35-5 

GDR** 5.0 ).2 -0.2 25.0 30.5 

Poland 3·7 4.5 -0.8 34-5 32.0 

Romania 3.6 3.0 +0.6 35·0 34.0 

C zecboslovakia 2.8 2.4 +0.4 22.0 24.5 
J 

Hungary 2.5 3.2 -0.7 31.2 39.0 

Bulgaria 0.9 1· 9 -1· 0 16.0 17. 0· 

C0:1ECON** (Europe) 43.5 42.4 +1. 1 30.0 33.0 

COHECON (Total) 44.3 44.1 +0.1 30 .. 0 33.0 

--
~. Source: OECD, statistics of Foreign Trade, July 1982, 

Ibid. , P• 339. 

** Including inter-German Trade. 
@_ Calculated on a rouble basis according to the Statistical 
· Yearbook of Comecon, Moscm-.r 1981. 
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What anerges from the above two tables is that 

qualitatively speaking CMEA countries exports to and imports 

from OECD is much more significant than OECD 1 s exports to and 

imports from CHEA as far as t neir total trade volt.t11e is 

concerned. This implies follovJing three things: 

(i) CMEA' s dependence is more on OE.Xm as far as trade 

volume is concerned than vice-versa; 

(ii) With such impressive shares in the total foreign 

trade of 0·1EA' s the trade with OID::D bas a very 

signi.ficant role to play in the centrally planned 

econom;ies. 

(iii) The very fact that this sign:tficant role hls been 

given to the trade with the West by economic deci

sion makers in the centrally planned economies 

implies that there is a need or necessity in the 

economy for this trade to grow. 

Now, after discussing the role and necessities 

of foreign trade in the C~fEA. countries we will try to 

understand the conditions wbich bas preeently resulted 

into high demand for foreign technology. To simplify 

matters we will distinguish between two broad categories 

in the line ~f Ryszard Rapaciki. 19 These go as follows: 

-------
19· Rapaciki, Ryszard, "Factors Determining the Demand 

Foreign Technology in a Socialist Economy," Ea~ 
j~ropeau_~cOUQill~~9., Vol.XXI, No.1, Fall 1982, ppo56-~. 
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(a) Internal factors: Working mechanism of the economy, 

its structure and state of development determining 

general, capacity to create and produce technical 

irmovation; and 

(b) External Factors: The exist independent of internal 

changes in the economy, in the area of economic ties 

with foreign countries. 

It is -widely believed that socialist countries have 

low affinity towards introducing new ·products (i.e., they 

are u~ually characterised as "standardized product econonies ") 

and also to introduce improved methods and means of produc

tion. Consequently, the rate and extent of technical 

advancenent is lower than what is theoretically possible 

and desirable. 20 

There are number of reasons for their handicap of 

CPEs mentioned above of which mention only two. First, 

whenever a decision is taken either to expand an old asset 

or introduce a new one the cboic e is always for the most 

modern initiatives and this usually happens to be the 

imported one. Secondly, because of the nature of economic 

calculations and evaluative criteria, innovation is not 

generally in a privileged position whenever there is a 

------- --------
20. Ibid. 
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choice between cant inuation and change. "The pres sure to 

modernize is not felt much by the enterprises, partri

cularly since the risk assCX!iated with upgrading means of 

production during operation is not adequately offset by 

the additional incentives to 1 up- date' ~ 1 

Like any other economy, in a socialist economy too 

the need for foreign technology is decided on the basis of 

development achieved and state and structure of productive 

prices. In the East-European countries we can see a 

functional relationship between need of imported technology 

and nature of economic growth and role of intensive fa~tors 

in it. As the e:xt ensi ve growth factors (i. eB invest:nent, 

employment) are fastly depleted there is definitely a ;_ · · 

strong necessity to boost inherent human creativity and 

efficiency. This new necessity will make it imperative 

to development of science and technology and also to 

participate increasingly in the inter-national division of 

labour. Thus the strategy of intensive growth creates an 

objective necessity for socialist countries to danand 

more advanced technology and give a new thought to the 

role of foreign technology in solving the problems of 

economic development. 22 ' 

------
21. Ibid. P· ~1-

22. Ibid· 
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But again, not all the countries with similar level 

of development will exhibit the same eagerness for imported 

technology. The need or danand for foreign t ecbnology is 

also determined by tbe structure of the economy and its 

changes. Countries with the same level of development but 

greatly different so far individual branches (particularly 

those demanding innovation) will show different tendencies 

towards technology import. Perhaps this explains the high 

disproportion found in the area of technology imports 

amongst socialist countries. For example, "the proportion 

corresponding to the chemicals, machinery and electronics 

industries in Czechoslavakia and GDR is substantially higher 

than in Poland, as manifested in a scale of foreign licenses 

pure has es by these countries that is much larger than it 

would result merely from the same scale in terms of economic 

development levels. n 23 

So far as internal factors are concerned we can also 

s ubrnit this observation that exists sane kind of functional 

relationship between demand. for imported technology and 

level of investment and country's willingness to participate 

in the international division of labour~4 Classic example 

-------------------------
2a. Ibid· r'-' 
24. Ibid. r 13 
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in this case is Poland in the seventies. The new develop

ment strategy that went into. effect in 1971 YJas largely 

based on an increased investment effort and greater invo~ve

ment in the international division of labour. Indeed YJe 

see here that though working mechanism reviewed unaltered. 

There -was a rapid growth in the importation or ne-w machines 

and equipments and of technology in "un-embodied 11 forms 

particularly in the for1n of lie enses. 

Now coming to the external factors determining the 

importation of technology we must note at the very beginning 

that though they emerge independently or internal cha~es 

in th~ ecommy, they are pr:Lnarily sr.taped by the int erna.l. 

development of individual economies. What is most funda

mental to these external factors is the fact that no qou.ntry 

even one with most abundant resources can initiate technical 

progress in all sectors simultaneously and is bound to 

import technology -whenever the results of the economic cal

culations favour abundannent of domestic research and 

development. This inevitable need is felt more acutely 

when llltlernonstration effect .~5 and desire to catch up with 

others fast is also very strong. 

25. Ibid. Here demonstration effect refers to machinery, 
methods and equipment for finished products and not 

to consuner goo.ds as such. 
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Thus what we observe fran above paragraphs is that 

in the socialist countries that we are concerned with have 

objective reasons to feel the necessity of foreign trade 

particularly with the West. This has led to a change 

perception of the role of trade with the non-socialist 

countries particularly West in the recent years. The result 

of these have been increasing participation or socialist 

countries in the international division of labour in the 

last fifteen years or so. We would like to conclude this 

cl"Japter by quoting Deputy Prime Hinister of Hungary who 

sullrnarises the thoughts of socialist political decision 

makers in recent period in the follow:ing words, "An 

increasing partie ipation in international division of labour 

in conformity with our conditions and growth requirements 

is a fundamental preconditions not only for counter balancing 

our terms of trade losses, but also for implementing both 

our future economic development and social policy objecti vesn. 

Again, "There is a close interaction between the 

improvenent of our product and products structure and deve

lopment of foreign trade relations. A rapid development 

of our foreign trade relations is an important pre-conditiona •• 

for the high speed development of production in an intensive 

direction as well as improvan ent of the country's econanic 

policy. 1126 

26. Dr. Szeker, "Hungarian Economy - World Economy," ~ 
~~opean Trad~~ No.193, April 1979, pp.11-12. 
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VOLlJME, STRUCTURE Al·-:D DIRECTION OF TRADE 

It is true tllat East-West trade and economic rela-

tions are still in tLe transition period. But at the same 

time it is also true tLat their volume has increased over 

the years and also diversifying. , Today economic transaction 

between East and West takes place both at financial and 

real level. Not only that East European state enterprises 

and Western capitalist firms have started working in joint 

ventures not only in the countries concerned directly but 

also in third countries. Perhaps, U.K. \-Jas the first 

Western capitalist country who opened up economic re1ations 

with tlie socialist countries (first with Russia in 1949) 

but today all tbe Western countries (capitalist) compete 

with eacrJ other to get a share of European market. Not 

only this, in, recent years (beginning from early seventies) 

USA and particularly Japan have acqQired a special status 

in East-West economic and trade relations. So much so 

t .bat Japan and USA are regarded as rivals and EEC has to 

take special note of tbese countries while taking a decision 

regard their deals with the Eastern EuDOpe including USSR. 1 

KeePing in mind the special status of Japan in the 

1. Harsh, Peter, "The Development of Relations Between tbe 
EEC and CMEA," in Shla:im, A and Yannopoulos, G.N. (eds.) 
The EEC and Eastern Eu:;:Q.E__g, Cambridge University Press 
Cambridge, 197Er, PP• 58-59· 
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international market a.."ld also giving full justice to the 

import2nce of she being a partner of the socialist bloc, 

we will discuss the trade and economic relations of CNEA 

with Japan separately towards the end of this chapter 

more elabor2t ely. 

First we will discuss tbe physical trade- between 

East and West. Here we must mention about an important 

categorisation of goods i. P-• hard (currency) goods and 

soft (currency) goods. It is too well known trmt CMEA 

countries need desperately hard currency goods 2 but at 

tl!e same time t bey are more endovJed ·with soft goods. ·A 

number of studies rank commodities from hardest to softest 

as follows: 

1) Raw-materials and fuels that can be sold to the 

Western market; 

2) M:Jdern equipment and parts; 

3) Standard· engineering products which the country 

cannot obtain from the domestic production. 

4) Food and light industry products 'w'oose domestic 

supply fluctuates 

5) All products not mentioned from (1) to (4) are soft. 3 

2. In CNEA Beef spare parts, technology, etc •. are the 
most important hard goods. 

3. Fesci, Kalman, "Future of Socialist Economic Integra
tion, rr reprinted in East-EurQ.E ean l];conomics.:. Fali, 1 198o, 
Vol.XIX, No.1, .137. 
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The range of these products changes from time to 

time (and partly every year). The categorization funda

mentally affects tbe structure of mutual trade. It is 

also quite obvious that hardness and softness do effect 

tbe structure of trade amongst other things. 

Another fact known to all is that CHEA 1 s exports 

mainly consist of raw materials4 and labour intensive 

products while they import heavily machinery/equipment 

and capital intensive products. Table 1 will illustrate 

tr1e fact. 

Tabl_g_1 

WESTERN THADE WITH CMFA BY FACTOR INTENSITY (%) S.AYJPLE 
OF TEN I~DUSTRIALISED COUNTRIES 

Year 

1965-68 27 27 22 60 51 13 

1971-74 30 26 24 59 46 15 
--------

Source: R.Eulor, "vJby Future Credits Depend on East Bloc 
Exports, 11 EurOI!!Q.!}§Y (January 1977), p.42. 

In the above table chemicals and machinery are 

·considered as technology intensive; te:>;tiles, processed 

food stuffs, other light in~ustries, metal and wood 

products were classified as labour intensive, and the 

4. But here it should be noted that apart from USSR the 
other CMEA countries are very poor in raw materials 
also. 
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rest as resource int ensi vee Over the decade 1965-74, on 

average 60 per cent of western imports from CMEA were 

resource intensive products and another 26 per cent 

labour intensive. Conversely, about 46 per cent to 51 per 

cent of Western e:xports to tbe CHEA were technology products. 

Obviously, as tbe development of CMEA economies proceeds 

new pattern. of demand will emerge vlhich -will familiarise 

state indLlStrj_al enterprises -with a production of new 

products that could become e:xportable in future. There is 

definite indication that two way flow of technical know-how 
~ 

will emerge in near future.--' Tbus the fear e:xpressed in 

some circles that East-vJestJ trade will stagnate due to the 

composition of trade is not well founded. However, at the 

present stage the trade and monetary relations betv1een East 

and West can be illustrated with tbe help of Figure 1. · 

----------------

5. 1 rhe CMEA has attained a high technology too 1 in a number 
of fields especially metallurgy, macbine bui.iding, 
medical equipments, pharmaceuticals, food-processing and 
they have been offering licenses to the West, particularly 
since mid-si:xties. 
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CURRENTS OF EAST-'vv'EST TRADE 

Tecbnolo and technolo 
intensive products 

Raw 

High reserves, creation of 
convertible currency possible) 

(Limited reserves,no money 
creation) 

TRADE RELATIONS 

East 

MONETARY 
RELATIONS 

East 

Mullert F., ttMutual Economic Dependence Between 
EED and CMEA," in Shlaim, A. and Yannopoulos, G. N. 
(eds. ), The EEC and East~n EUroge' Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 197 , p.212. 

Now in tbe following pages we -will produce some 

statistical information concerning trade volume, structure 

and direction of East-West physical trade and will draw 

some statistical inferences from them. 



TabliL_g_ 

INDUSTRIALISED WEST*- TRADE WITH CHEA COUNTRIES 1970-81 
(in million US $) 

-- ---
Year Bulgaria Czech. GDR Hungary Poland Romania USSR CHFA · 

-- --
Exports 

1970 297 723 382 573 794 667 2209 5645 
1975 1039 1757 1030 1753 5189 1893 10715 23376 
1976 874 1950 1165 1726 5179 1863 11653 24410 
1977 822 1943 1037 2195 4714 2155 11412 24278 
1978 1007 2155 1357 2820 ,: 5251 2762 13331 28682 
1979 1114 2559 2188 2811 5669 3518 16521 3Y.386 
1980 1468 2687 2275 3020 6054 3575 17294 36374 + 
1981 1648 20.10 1901 2885 3691' 2473 16233 30841 

+ 

Im:Qorts 

1970 208 658 363 495 939 504 2118 5285 
1975 318 1487 890 1173 2761 1437 6750 14816 
1976 377 1541 942 1345 3237 1703 8773 17918 
1977 393 1699 993 1562 3391 1684 10079 19800 
1978 474 1964 1201 1747 3849 2035 11366 22636 
1979 697 2475 1428 2332 4475 2896 16210 30513 
1980 707 2883 1840 2592 4892 2063 20286 36264 
1981 691 2311 1710 2226 2930 2869 18215 30952 

*COnsists of Canada, USA, Japan, Austria, Belgium, D en.11 arK";' Franc e,-"FRG -;-I£ aly , 
Netherland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and U.K. 
Source: COHB:;ON Foreic/3n Trade Data,p.262. Vienna Institute for Comparative .. 

Economic Stu ies. 



Table 3 
INDUSTRIALIZED* WEST - TRADE WITE CMEA, 1970-81 SHARES OF 

INDUSTRIAL CMEA COUNTRIES 

------
Year Bulgaria Czech. GDR Hungary Poland Romania EF USSR CHEA 

1970 5.3 12.8 6.8 
Expor&s 

1 o. 1- 1 :-1 11. 8 60.9 39·1 100 
1975 4.4 . 7·5 4.4 7.5 22.2 8. 1 54.2 45.8 100 
1976 3.6 -8~o 4.8 . 7.;: 1 21.2 7-6 52.3 47.8 100 
1977 3.4 8.o 4.3 9.0 19.4 8. 9 53.0 47.0 100 
1978 3.5 7·5 4.7 9.8 18.3 9. 6 53.5 46.5 100 
1979 ~ 3.2 7·4 6.4 8. 2 16.5 1 o. 2 51·9 48.1 100 
1980 4.0 7.4 6.3 8.3 . 16.6 9· 8 52.5 47.6 100 
1981 5.3 6.5 6.2 9.4 12.0 .8. 0 47.4 52.6 100 

+ 
Vl. 

IrnJ2orts 

1970 3.9 12.4 6. 9 9·4 17. 8 19.5 59· 9 40. 1 100 
1975 2.1 10.0 6.0 ?.9 18.6 9·7 54.4 45.6 100 
1976 2. 1 8.6 5.3 7·5 18. 1 9·5 51.0 49.0 100 
1977 2.0 8.6 5.0 7·9 17·1 8.5 49.1 50.9 100 
1978 2.1 8.7 5.3 7·7 17.0 9·0 49.8 50.2· 100 
1979 2.3 8.1 4.7 7.6 14.6 9.5 46.9 53. 1 100 
198o 2.0 8.0 5.1 7.2 13.5 8.5 44.1 55.9 100 
1981 2.2 7·5 5.5 7.2 9. 5 9·3 41.2 58.9 100 

------ ---
Source: Ibid., P• 263. 
*Consists of Canada, USA, Japan, Austriad BelgiumK Denmark, France, 
Netherlands, NorvJay, Sweden, Swl.tzerlan , and u. • 

FRG, Italy, 
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We can see from Table 2 clearly that policy of 

detente in the early years of 1970 really led to an 

upswing in tbe East-West trade volume~ The annual growth 

of industrj alis ed West's e:xport s to CHEA was around 34.3 

per cent. In absolute terms tbe West's e:xport to Ct1EA rose 

from 5645 million US $ in 1970 to US $30,841 million in 

1981. The highest importer from the West as well as 

higl1est exporter to the West was USSR in the entire 

period. Not only that USSR showed the highest grov1th 

rate in its trade with the West and its export r os e faster 

than the imports. Czechoslovakia is the only other CMEA 

country whose e:xport grew faster (19 per cent) than its 

import (13·7 per cent) over the period 1970-81. The rest 

five countries have shown faster increase in:tbeir import 

t11an e:xports in thej_r trade 1.-1i th the West. 'rhe pedod 

1970-81 saw a continuous upswing in East-West trade 

volume only with one exceptional year 1976-77 when exports 

to CHEA dropped from 24,410 million US $ to 24,278 million 

US $· But 1981 turned out to be the worst year with a 

universal decline in tbe trade volume between CMEA seven 

and industrialised west. Heading the list Poland dropped 

imports from OECD by 39 per cent over 1980 and exports to 

OECD by 40. 1 per cent in a single year. The fact of 

abrupt s~owing down of growth of trade volume in 1980 and 
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then a negative growth in 1981 strongly imply the influence 

of politics over economies. 

Though we cannot say an:y""thing concrete about the 

effects of this drop of, trade on the CHEA ec anomies, we 

can certainly say that USSR is the least vulnerable country 

in the Cl1EA. Not only because of its meagre trade-Gl'-J""P 

ratio but also to the fact that its share as we see in 

Table 3 in the CI,1EA's exports to West is steadily increas

ing over the years. In 1981 her sbare was 58.9 per cent 

of total O·lEA exports to the West while in 1970 it was 

only 4o. 1 per ,cent. Agairi in the import front sb e always 

claimed less share in the imports from the West than the 

other six clubbed together. In case of other countries we 

see lot of fluctuations in tl.teir shares in the trade. Out 

of this what emerges clearly is Bulgaria's lo\v status in 

the share of trade with the west and Poland's steady 

decline in the share over the years. But despite that in 

1981 Poland still claimed highest share in the trade 

amongst European CMEA countries closely fell owed by 

Romania and Hungary. 



SITC (Standard Internatio~k.l T1·ade Classificat:i.oh, 

S T!<'· 'T • 
J . .11...1 . .J. ,. 

Revised in 1961*) 

SITC2: Cru.de Lrlaterials, inedioles except oils 

SITC3: Mineral fuels, lubricant and rela~ed :naterials 

SJTC4: Anir.1al o.nd Vegetable oils and fats 

SITC5: Che:nicals cxd Chemical products 

SITC6: Manufactured products clas:':dficd chiefly by metals 

SITC7: Hachinery and Transport equipment 

SITC 8: Miscellaneous manufact urecl articles 

SITC9: Commodities and Ttansactions not otherwise classified. 

*The content of SICT 1 group were slightly changed by 1978 
revision which has been applied by some countries. Data 
of 1978 onwards are therefore, not fully comparable with 
previous years. 

Source: COMECON Foreign Trade Data 1982, ed., Vienna 
Institute for Comparative Economic Studies sponsored 
by First Austrian Bank, p. 252· 



Table 4 

EXPORTS OF SEVEN IND0STRIA.LIZED COUNTRIES AND I:t-J1)USTRIALISED WEST 
TO CMEA BY COMHODITY GROUPS, SHARES JF COHMODITY GROUPS IN PERCENTAGE 

1970 

--- ----- ----.......--
Country SIT CO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 

Bulgaria 6.3 0.3 4.0 3.8 0.1 13.7 33.8 34.0 3.4 o.o 100 
-: 

Czekoslavakia 11.3 o. 5 7.5 0.5 0.5 15·· 9 17.2 39.0 6. 8 o.o 100 

GDR 9-3 1. 1 7.8 4.4 0.6 9·2 24.0 40.8 2.8 o.o 100 

Hungary 10.8 0.2 7·5 o.5 0.5 19.8 30.5 23.9 5.5 o.o 100 

Poland 12.6 0.5 9.0 1. 2 2.4 14.1 14.1 25.6 29.7 o,o 100 

Romania 4.5 o. 1 6.2 4.5 0.4 9·3 31.7 39.5 3.3 o.o 100 -t:"' 
\.() 

USSR 5·7 0.2 3.9 0.2 o.o 11.4 28.2 10.9 8.7 o.o 100 

Year 1975 • 

Bulgaria 4.4 0.4 2.1 o. 9 0.1 11.7 28.9 47·7 3.1 0.7 100 

Czekoslavakia 4.1 0.7 6.7 1. 5 0.6 21.2 18.0 38.8 6.7 1. 1 100 

GDR 6.7 1. 3 8.1 0.1 0.5 20.5 26.7 32.1 3.5 0.5 100 

Hungary 6.8 0.4 4.7 0.4 0.3 24.8 30.7 26.4 4.7 0.8 100 

Poland 10.5 o. 2 5.9 o. 8 o. 6 1 o. 1 28.9 39·3 2. 5 0.8 100 

Romania 8.1 o. 1 4.4 4.0 O.) 10.8 32·1 36.5 3.0 0.5 100 

USSR 15.2 0.1 1.3 0.2 0.3 8..7 31.6 39.0 2. 9 0.7 100 



Table 4 contd ••• 

-" 
Country SITCO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total ----

Year 1981 

Bulgaria 13.0 1. 0 8.6 0.5 o. 1 16.0 21.8 38.5 4.0 1.5 100 

Czekoslavakia 8.4 Q.3 7·9 1· 5 0.4 23.6 14.7 36-7 5-3 1· 0 100 

GPR 22.3 1. 6 4. 8 0.2 0.5 15. 1 18.7 33.2 3-0 0.6 100 \J1 
0 

Hungary 3.5 0.2 5.0 2.5 0.3 28.9 26.6 30.2 6.8 1· 0 100 

Poland 4o.5 0.5 4.8 0.7 0.9 12.8 12.7 23.2 2. 2 1· 7 100 

Romania 26.0 0.4 6.4 11.6 0.4 13-3 20.6 17.8 2-9 0.5 100 

USSR 3J. 1 o. 1 1. 9 1. 1 0.5 11. 1 28.4 22.9 2·7 1· 2 100 

ALL 26.2 0.37 3.6 1.98 D. 52 14.2 24.4 21.5 3.4 100 

-- --
Source: QOMECON-EQ!~ign Trade Data, Vienna, pp.300-388 (Summarised) 



Table__i.(§l 

IMPORT OF SEVEN INDUSTRIALISED COUNTRIES FROH CMEA. COUNTRIES BY COMMODITY 
GROUPS 1970 

---
Country SITCO SITC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total ----

Bulgaria 36.4 7-5 11.8 0.4 4.8 5·5 18.3 5.6 8. 9 o.o 100 

Czekoslavakia 11. 1 0.4 13.6 7·8 0.2 6.5 29.6 17.3 12.0 o.o 100 

GDR 9·7 0.2 6.7 5.6 0.3 15.4 24.7 21.2 15. 9 o. 0 100 

Hungary. 40.7 1. 3 11.7 2.8 1. 4 4. 8 18. _8 ~. 9 11.5 o. 0 100 

Poland 32.9 o. 9 14.1 19.3 0.3 4.6 17.7 3.5 5.6 o.o 100 
\Jl. 

26.8 19·8 8. 9 4.4 5·9 18.4 3~6 
__.. 

Romania 0.6 10.9 o. 0 100 

USSR· 5~ 1 0.2 36.5 29.6 1. 9 3.2 19.6 2.7 o. 7 o.o 100 

CNEA 17.8 o. 8 22.9 17. 9 1· 6 5.2 20.7 6.4 6.3 o. 0 100 

-- -- --
Source: ~Q.QN Fo:reign Trad_!LData, ed. Vienna Institute, PP• 300-83 (Swnmari sed). 



Table 5(b) 

IMPORTS OF SEVEN INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES FROM CMEA COUNTRIES 3Y 
COMMODITY GROUPS 1975 

Country SITCO SITC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 

Bulgaria 31.3 16.3 6.1 1. 8 0.9 5. 1 17.1 8. 5 11.7 o.o 100 

Czekoslavakia 8.1 o.4 11.2 13-9 0.3 6-7 26.·9 15· 8 15. 1 o. 0 100 

GDR 14. 9 o.o 7·5 6.8 0.6 16.6 17.2 18.7 17.3 o.o 100 

Hungary 32.6 1.4 8. 9 2. 1 1· 5 6.9 16.7 8.4 20.4 o.o 100 

Poland 16. 8 0.6 9. 6 33. 8 0.4 36.4 13.3 11. 1 9-7 o. 0 100 V1 
1\) 

Romania 15.8 0.6 7·4 24.6 3.0 4.5 15.5 6.4 21. 8 o. 0 1 oo 

USSR 1. 9 o. 2 25.9 50.4 1· 8 4.1 11.0 .3.4 o. 8 o. 0 100 

CMEA 9·9 0.7 15.8 31-9 1.3 10.8 13.6 7·3 8. 2 o.o 1 oo 

Source: Ibid~ 



Tabl~--.2 (c 2 

IMPORTS OF INDUSTRIALISED COUNTRIES FROM CMEA COUNTRIES BY C01140DITY GROUPS 
Year 1981 

--
Country SITCO SITC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total --
Bu~aria 13.7 8. 5 5-4 30. 1 o. 1 8.7 1 o. 8 12.4 9.4 1. 0 100 

Czechoslavakia 7.1 0.4 13.5 18. 6' o. 2 11· 0 25.4 10.2 12.6 1· 1 100 

GIR 7·7 o.o 4.7 27.4 0.7 15· 6 16. 5 13. 8 13. 2 0.5 100 

Hungary 23.6 1. 5 9·4 ·,·7·7 1.6 10.8 14.5 10. 8 18. 8 1. 2 100 

Poland 16. 1 0.4 10.6 16. 8 0.1 5. 5 24.1 13.5 12.2 0.6 100 
\J1. 
w 

Romania 5.5 o. 6 3.1 40.7 0.3 '4. 7 16.8 7·0 21.1 o. 2 100 

USSR 1. 0 0.1 9. 9 76·7 o.o 4.8 . 5.4 1.5 0.4 0.2 100 

CMEA 5. 5 0.5 9· .1 54.1 0.2 6.4 11. 1 5. 3 6.5 0.4 100 

--- -- ----·· -------
Source: ibid. 
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'\ 

The above tables (Table:;4 and 5a,b,c) gives us a 

comprehensive pictLlre of com_t.Josition of trade between 

CHEA and industrialized 1tolest. From the tables we see 

that since 19/'0s trw following three itens, na.nely (a) 

mineral fuels, lubricant and related materials, (b) 

manufactured product cl1iefly classified by metals, and 

(c) crude materials and in-edibles , have taken an 

import ant share in the imports of industrial t zed West 

from the CrviEA. On the ot.her hand, ( 1) beverage and 

tobacco, (2) animal product and (3) rniscellaneous prCJducts 

have been least important in t1Je imports by the West. 

A1nongst all the products (a) has shown pheno;nenal increase 

during 1970-81. The overall picture of West 1 s imports 

from the CMEA will be much more illwninating if one 

considers individual countries separately. For instance, 

although food and live animals have a modest share in the 

total exports of CMEA to the industrialized West, Bulgaria 

Poland and Hungary earn substantial amount through this 

item. Similarly, GDR, Czechoslavakia being more industria

lized and developed have transport and macl.linery, chenicals 

and chemical products as important export earners from the 

industrialized West. 
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One redeeming feature in the composition of export 

from CL•1EA. countries is that the share of transport, machinery 

and manufactured goods are increasing even in those countries 

above it was meagre in 1970. One important thing to note 

here is the dominating influence of USSR exports on the bloc 

as a wbole. For instance, 'though minerals, fuels etc. did 

not have large share in most other East European country's 

exports, the huge amount of eY.ports fran USSR gives it an 

important position in the overall eY.port list. 

As far as OECD' s eY.port is concerned Table l.r clearly 

tells us that chemicals and c bemical products, manufactured 

products classified chiefly by metals and machinery and 

transport equipment take the cbunk of the share. Of the 

three transport equipment and machinery claim the highest 

share. But it is also :important to note that share of the 

above item is decreasing over the years (from l.r0.9 per cent 

of total exports in 1970 to 21.5 per cent in 1981). The 

ite:n which showed quite rapid growth during 1970-81 was 

food and live animals. From a mere 7.2 per cent of total 

exports from OECD to CME.A seven in 1970 this item jumped 

up to cla:im 26.2 per cent of the total exports from O~D 

to CME.A. Other items have maintained more or less the 

same share during 1970-81. 

Thus in the composition of trade between CMEA and 

O:ECD we see typical features of trade between a highly 

industrialized and moderately industrialized groups. 



Tabl~_Q 

COUNTRYWISE TRADE WITH QvfEA COD NTRIES 
' 

1970-1981 (million US $) 

Year --Austria FRG- France--Italy Japan U.K. u.s.A. -- --EXPORTS ---- --- ----
1970 368 1296 647 702 447 596 352 
1975 1279 6458 2607 2167 2197 1268 2779 
1976 1287 6247 2733 1960 2799 1178 3495 
1977 1419 6648 2782 2271 2669 1457 2533 
1978 1667 7716 2919 2411 3196 1726 3673 
1979 1992 8695 4027 2632 3244 2059 5673 
1980 2108 9443 4643 2728 3584 2628 38+3 
1981 1808 7587 3906 2469 4012 NA 4255 

lMFORTS 

1970 332 1101 453 824 592 608 226 
1975 956 3210 1695 1923 1373 1152 731 V1 

1976 1094 4016 1994 2461 1362 1871 864 
0'-

1977 1252 4474 2216 2595 1622 2171 915 
1978 1397 5619 2534 2799 1639 1876 1a06 
1979 1773 7986 3290 3867 2234 2957 1 63 
1980 2370 851a 5253 5239 2068 2970 1481 
1981 2502 755 4980 4697 '1712 1 N.A. 1671 

(Source: COMECON Foreign Trade Data, Vienna 1982, PP• 266-93 -SU!llll.qris ed) 

Volume of Trade (X + M) Million US $ 
1970 700 2397 1100 1526 1039 1204 578 
1975 2235 9668 4297 4090 3570 2420 3510 
1976 2381 10263 4727 4421 lfrt:21 3049 4359 
1977 2671 11122 4998 4866 4291 3628 3448 
1978 3064 13335 5453 5210 4835 3602 5179 
1979 3765 16681 7317 6499 5478 5016 7536 
1980 4478 17958 9896 7967 5652 5598 5324 
1981 4310 15141 8886 7166 5724 NA 5926 --- --

Source: Estimated from above Tables. 
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It is clear from Table 6 that so far as trade volume 

is concerned FRG has always been the most important partner 

of the C~1EA.. In 1980 it accounted for 31.5 per cent of the 

total trade volume between selected seven countri.es of the 

West and CiVIEA. The least important countries are Austria, 

and USA with 7.8 per cent and 9.3· per cent respectively in 

1980. In order of importance so far trade volume is 

concerned we find FRG followed by France and Italy through 

with a substantially higher margin (in 1980 FRG 's trade 

value· was 17,958 million US' dollars and that of France and 

Italy were US $ 9896 million and 7967 million US dollar 

respectively). UK and Japan lies in the middle or the 

ordered list. From Table 6 one sees clearly that from 

19'70 to 1980 the trade value of all the countries v1ere 

rising without interruption. U.K., USA and Japan have 

showed very steady and rapid rise. Particularly 1978-79 

saw the highest growth in the entire period. In 1978-79 

FRG showed a 3,000 million US dollar increase followed by 

USA. witll 2·,400 'million US $, Italy with 1, 900 million US $, 

UK with 1 ,400 million US dollar increase in their respective 

trade volu.rnes. But in 1979-80 US trade volume came down 

drastically from 7,536 million US dollar to 5,324 million 

US dollar. Again in 1981 we see a universal decline in 

trade volume with only exception of us. Quite curiously 

US's trade value in fact increased in 1980 to 5926 million 

US dollar from 5324 million US dollar in 1979. 
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If W(') break up over .. al.l trade between export and import 

vJe find FRG as dominating partners both in exports to and 

imports frcxn CMEA. Another interesting thing •tJe notice is 

that exports and i;nports of FRG to and from Ct'1EA are reducing 

their gps and in 1981 they 1vere almost matched (import : 7554 

million· u.s. ~and exports 7587 million US$). The rest of 

the countries have mostly maintained a favourable balance with 

the CHEA. Tt1e importance of u.s. as an exporter to CMEA (vJith 

a value of 4285 million US $).is far more higher than as an 

importer frcxn the bloc (with a value of 1671 million US $). 

The list of seven countries as importers stood in the follolving 

order so far as value was cone erned in 1981 : FRG, France, Italy, 

Austria, U.K., Japan and USA. As exporters the list vJill be in 

tlle following order: FRG, USA, Japan, Italy, U.K. and Austria. 

Overall we find USA and Japan coming up fast to hold the 

position of most important exporters to the CMEA, while France 

and Italy have been and continue to move towards becOming more 

important importers then as exporters. 

After brefly examining the physical trade relations between 

East and West are now move over to other areas of co-operation 

between the two groups of countries which are fastly emerging 

as a fruitful avenue to explore new possibilities for both 

the groups. At the centre of all these new areas (which came 

to be explored only after late 1960's) there lies·the desire to 

acquire Western technology. Ever since the realization that 
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socialist economics could be modernized more effectively "by 

tapping reservior of western technology dawned upon the 

socialist planners there have been constant effort to intensify 

the East West Co-operation in industrial sphere. The transfer 

of western tee hno logy has mainly assumed four kanor fonns. 

They are : (1) official agreements on technological co-opera

tion; (2) licenses; (3) industrial co-operation and (4) import 

6 of machinery and equipment. 

Th?. first form mentioned above are basically bilateral 

by nature, usually concluded for 5-10 years and supplemented 

with annual protocols. In many cases there is a joint commis-

sion in both sides headed by a minister to co-ordinate overall 

co-operation. In addition there may be a number of joint 

working groups to take care of specific problens of mutual 

interest. These agreements cover scientific and technical 

cooperation but it necessary economic, industrial and even 

cultural fields are included. For example, the Soviet-France 

Agreement signed in 1971 for JO years specifies the following 

big list of co-9peration : chemicals, coal, c·ommunication 

equipment, electronic computers, gas and oil·, machamcal tools, 

metallurgy, power generation, precise metal working machinery, 

ship .. building timber, and vehicle building; the agreement also 

provides for mutual participation in the construction of major 

industrial projects in France and USSR. 7 

6. Wilc.zynsky~, J., "T echnolog_z2_n_..;;;O..;::;.o.-m;.;;:e;,.:;c..:::o.;;;;;n", 
1974, P• 2':J7 

7· Jbid.,pp.298-299 

Macmillan, London, 
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Amongst the otr1er three, we have already discussed 

about import of machinery and technology in the previous 

sect ion. The import of technology and know-l1ow in dis-

embodied form i, e. licenses can be discussed under th8 

heading of industrial co-operation... East-West industrial 

co-operation is to-date is a vague subject. To put it in 

Philip Hanson's words, "it's newness is one of its few 

reliable ascertainable characteristics. Usable statistics 

and firms conclusions about it are few and f.ar between. "8 

Not only this, the flow of goods and services directly 

affected by East-\..Jest industrial co-operation are small. 

But nevertheless it is important because of its expected 

role in near future. 

These 'industrial co-operations' are nothing but 

contracts ext ending over a number Of years and requiring 

the partners to engage in 'a set of reciprocally matching 

operation'. 9 These operations usually take one or more of 

the following forms : 

i) Exchange of technical information; 

ii) Joint Research and Development; 

8. Hanson, Philip, "East-West Industrial Co-operation Agree
ments" in Shlaim & Yannopoulos (ed.), The EEC •••• , P·127. 

9. Industrial Co-operation Projects or Joint Venture Corpora
tion is a device estaolished between a partie ular socialist 
country and a capitalist country for bringing about commer
cial co-operation while, at the same time, circumvening 

. political barriers. These corporations perfonn a variety 
of functions: primarily, acquiring capital and technology 
for the socialist state while providing a ready market and 
secure licenses to trade for businessmen from non-socialist 
nations. 
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iii) Sub-contracting by one partner to the other of component 

production or the manufacture of the part of the product 

range; 

iv) Co-production (a two way flow of components or final 

products as part of each partner's production programme); 

v) Joint marketing in either or both borne markets or in 

third markets; 

vi) Joint ventures in which each partner bas an eo uity. 

Mostly such arrangements include at least one of the 

following : licensing, know-how sales, engineering consultancy, 

training of labour, training of management, agreements on the 

use of brand marks and trade names. What dif ferentiat.es 

fundamentally these arrangements from a usual buying or selling 

contracts is the long duration and continuing inter-dependence 

between the contractual partners. 

The deal categorised as license sales is not very simple. 

As Hanson put it, "even so-called 'pure' license deals (without 

associated know-how, Consultancy or bard-ware transaction) com

monly entail royalty pa~nents over several years, related to 

the lie enses of production, this introduces a measure of 

continuing inter-dependence. 1110 The EEX:;. has tried to over

come this problem by considering license sales as a form of 

industrial co-operation only if they were repaid fully or partly 

with products from the licensed process or were part of a package 

deal combining other elements of industrial co-operation. n 11 

10. Hanson, Philip, (as in Foot Note 8) P• 129 

11. Ibid., P• 131 
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According to the followed norms a license deal or turnkey 

project becomes a form of co-operation only if there is 

co-ordi:nation in the matter of using the productive assets 

transferred. Unless and until one does not know the every 

detail of a contract it is nearly impossible to distinguish 

between a co-operative and ordinary trade. Usually the words 

of the concerned parties are taken to be the most reliable or 

autbantic. There is another problem of exagerating figures of 

co-operative deal by including even trivi.al transactions or 

agreements. (This usually happens with figures from East

European source). 

But despite these problems there is no doubt th::tt 

industdal co-operation is incrcasinu; between firms in the 

west and various agencies, foreign-trade organs, ministries, 

associations and enterprises in East Europe. The ne\-7 mode 

of trade and economic relations which came into existence in 

1965 is getting increasing prominence since early 1970's. In 

1972 there were 600 industrial co-operative agreements and it 

reached 1000 mark in 197). ·Though latest figure is not avail

able due to various problems, one can safely presume that 

their numbers are increasing but perhaps at slower pace in 

recent years. 

The two East-Europen countries which were in the fore

front in the entire decade of 1970 in promoting 1 industrial 

co-operation projects are Poland and Hungary. Hanson, after 
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e:x arnining; tbe ECE Register, finds that most of the agreements 

were concentrated in the mechanical engineering, transport 

equipment and chemical industrj es. In i"OC>dern co-operation 

the technical assistance was the commonest feature. Other 

fAatures fr"'qUE~ntly founrl are : supplies of parts/ccmponents 

to Eastern partners (54/~ of agreements); the supply by the 

East ern partners of parts/ccmponents to west ern for in

corporation in the W~stern partner's product (49%); training 

of Eastern personnel (47.5%) and the provision of licenses 

(46J&). The branches of industry in which co-operation takes 

place are mostly those leading themselves to the application 

o1' the most advanced technology, i.e •. earth-moving equipment, 

electrical engineering, electronics, equipment for chemical 

industry, food- processing, metallurgy, metal-working machinery, 

mot or vehicles, petro-chemicals, pharmaceuticals, power instal

lations, ship-building, tele-communi.cation equipment and te:xtiles. 

The braches of industrjal production in which the technology 

standard have been radically raised in the Comecon countries 

include artificial fibres, buses, elementai c onsurner goods, 

electronic equipment, metal--v10rking machinery, passenger cars, 

pharmaceuticals and trocks. 12 

Countries which are most interested in the joint industrial 

projects arc Czechos.lovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and 

Bulgaria in East-Europe. From the industrialized capitalist 

West FRG, U.K., France, Austria, Sweden and Japan have shown 

keen interest. Some CMEA countries have even passed legislation 

to allow foreign firms to O\vn assets in joint enterprises upto 

12. Ibid. ,pp.131-;-:133. 
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50 per cent~ 3 in the beginning of the last decade. 

To wind up our discussion on in:iustrial co-operation 

we repeat that indus trial co-operation agreements affect only 

a small part of East-West trade and economic relations and 

endowed with lot of problems but at the same time it is growing 

over the years. There is no charcteristic co-operative links 

between Comecon and Western partners in these joint projects. 

The precise relation is largely determined by the nature of the 

industry, the size of the partners, tl1e level of technology 

they command, their financial resources and their bargaining 

power in general. 

Now switching over to the arena of finance in East-vlest 

relation we observe that even financially East is more dependent 

on West than vice- versa. This emerges due to both import led 

strategy and non~convertibility of CMEA currencies. To be 

precise one can maintain that the need for bard currency and 

expanding East-West trade do· show a good correlation with the 

strengthening and broadening of East-West financial relation. 

It is a fact that CHEA. countries are not yet fully integrated 

into world financial system 1t but at the same time both Western 

Banks and CMEA Banks play important role in facilitating East

West economic relations. We will restrict our discussion in 

this section to the operations of Western and CMEA banks in 

both sides of the world. 

13. Romania passed one such legislation on March 1971 .and 
Hungry followed suit in October 1971, Wilczynski, J., 
P• 311, Foot Note 22. 

14. Although Romania and Hungary have joined IMF what sort 
of influence it bas bad on these countries is not clear yet. 
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The involvement of Western Banks have gone up after 

1972 and this can be noted from the fact that most of then 

have opened branches in the East European capitals. These 

branches offer help in the field of foreign trade. Outside 

the Eastern bloc these banks offer guidencess in marketing 

and production and also facilitates license dealings. Some

time they also operate in third countries on behalf of the 

CHEA countries. 15 

Correspondingly Banl<_s of Q'1E.A countries are also 

proliferating in the western side having branches in leading 

trade centres. Countries like USSR, Hungary, Poland and 

Romanta have even opened separate banks in the capitalist 

world. Some of them are owned by the individual socialist 

state and the rest are jointly owned. 16 

Apart from financing East- vJest trade the Cl1EA country's 

banks play active role in Euro-currency market and participate 

in European bond issues. More- over some of the banks act as 

agents for their parent country for selling precious metals. 17 

Because of their acumenship these banks have already attained 

good reputation in the western world. 

15· Wilczynski, J., "Financial Relation Bet .. ,;een the Ero and 
the CMEA." in Shlain & Yannopovlos, "The EEC •••• ", P·179 

16. Ibid., P• 179 

17· "The .1'-bscow Narodny Bank is used as an agent for Soviet
gold sales in London and the .·ost-West Handersbale in 
Frankfurt aim Meim for diamond sales in FRG," ibid., p.186 
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Keeping pace with the individual country's banks the 

CI<1EA twin banks (a) IB.EC (Internati.onal Bank for Econanic 

Co-operation and (b) IIB (International Investment Bank) 18 

are also coming up in the international financial market in 

a big way. IBEC raised its first loan amounting to ~ 20 

million scheduled to by French and Belgium banks in 1972. 

The IIB also followed suit taking up a loan amounting to 

~ 50 million with 7 years maturity in 1973. Perhaps the desire 

to attain some amount of convertibility in addition to ful-full 

the need of western technology and to put a collective effort 

in the western world have motivated these twins to come up so 

decisively. 

In a nut-sbell vJe can maintain that East-West financial 

relation was quite healthy in 1970s. But here we must note that 

in recent years the scene is not all that encouraging and pro

blems of high interest rate and unfavourable terms have cropped 

up which would be discussed in the next chapter. 'The effects 

of recent unfavourable trend in East-West relation will change 

the scenario undoubtedly to quite an extent and only future can 

tell us the limit of it. 

Now, having discussed East-West trade, co-operation and 

financial relation, we move over to trade and economic relations 

between Japan and CMEA countries. Confj_rrning its pioneer status 

18. IBEC and IIB were set-up to facilitate settlements amongst 
the member countries and provide short-term and long-term 
loans for investment projects of collective importance. 
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in trade amongst non-western countries Japan's trade volume 

with socialist countries has really been increasing at an 

impussive pace as we have noted in a previous section. Due 

to its geographical location and geological situation, Japan 

has to constantly search for new avenues, new markets in the 

international market. To achieve this through their own 

'Plan Rational' 1 ~ approach Japanese policy makers co-ordinate 

domestic industrial growth with the possibilities of enhancing 

their international competitiveness. Japan's experts in MITI 

(Ministry of International Trade and Industry) and private 

sectors analyze her prospective markets "for what these 

nat ions need, can pay for, produce and offer as future re-

20 sources". This strategy on the basis Of pure economic 

calculations has helped Japan in making in roads into the 

socialist economics of' Eastern Europe pretty fast. 

It is true that CMEA' s share in Japan's total foreign 

trade volume is quite low but it is also true that there bas 

been a definite attempt to improve this since 1960s. In 1970s 

it seemed that Japan was more interested in keeping its East

European market intact than maximising their trade profit. 21 

This change from a relectant beginner to patient trader is 

22 quite typical of Japan. The following two tables illustrate 

Japan's trade 'With socialist bloc in earlier years and its progress. 

19. Johnson, Chalmers quoted in Goldman, J. R. "When Capitalist 
East Heets Communist West" in East European Quarterly, 
XVIII, No.2, June 1984, p.238. 

20.· Ibid. , p. 23 8 

21. Ibid., P• 243 
22. Initial years Japanese experts showed some reservations 

towards Eastern Europe as they~thought there was nothing to 
g' !ls East Europe bad nothing to offer in return of Japanese 
~-
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Table 7 

JAPAN'S TRADE HIT h EUROPEAN CMEA, 1963 
(in $ 9 000) 

-------------------------- ----
USSR 

Romania 

C zecboslavakia 

Bulgaria 

Hungary 

Poland 

GDR 

158,136 

8,136 

6,507 

2,206 

2,550 

1,177 

590 

161 '940 

7,653 

4,431 

1,421 

409 

1,344 

3, 211 

----- ---------------------
Tabl!L-.§ 

JAP:AN 1 S TRADE WITH EUROPEAN CMEA 1964, 1965 
(EXCLUDING) USSR (in $ millions~ 

Country ExQorrs- ---Im~orts 

---- 1964 _-- : i965 ___ _12_64 == 1222 

Romania 19.2 15.2 11. 9 19.0 

Bulgaria 7·5 1 o. 9 5.8 6.1 

C zecboslavakia 2.8 8.7 6.0 7o0 

Poland 2.5 5-4 2. 1 1. 9 

Hungary 4.0 2.3 0.6 0.4 

GDR 0.1 1. 1 0.6 0.4 

-- --
Source: Goldman! J .R. 1 "When Capitalist East Meets Cor:mnunist 

West, 11 :1.n East European Quart~rly, XVIII, No.2, 
June 1984, P• 244. 
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The above tables show that although in 1963 Japan had 

an unfavourable balance with GDR, her exports to other countries 

eased up the situation. Again in 1964, 1965 Japan improved 

its position to an extent and this reflects her gains in 

Come.con market. 

During 1960's and 70's Japan's drive for excellence 

in chemicals and related products paid her handsomely in 

Comecon market. In mid 70's Romania and Czechoslovakia 

governments gave two valuable contracts to two Japanese 

private companies. 23 Japan's sharp commercial genius can 

be observed by its ovm perception of problems generated in 

thP Cl·1EA bloc in the 1970s. Observing intently the problems 

in East Europe Ja~anese experts deduced that the main problem 

in the centrally planned economies was in the agricultural 

sector. Noticing that CHEA countries had thp features of 

'mixed economy' in terms of the importance of agriculture 

and industrial sectors·, 24 they concluded that agriculture 

had a trenendous bearing on all other sectors of the economy. 

Thus if this sector can be assisted than problems might be 

less severe and it was exactly that what Japanese did by 

expo rtir)g chemicals and food p roc es sing plants to the Cl1EA 

countries. 

It is this acumenship and shrewdness which has kept 

Japanese exports favourably placed over imports vis-a- vis 

23. Goldman, J. R. , "vJhen Capitalist ••.• " p. 245 (Foot :tbt e 15). 

24. All the East F.uropean Countries show this feature. Bulgeria 
is t11e most agricultural, Poland, GDR, Czechoslovakia are 
industrialized; Hungry and Romania lie somewhere in betvJeen. 
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£astern Europe from 1975 to 1981. From 1975 to 1976 Japanese 

exports to thA centrally planned economies of Europe rose by 

~ 71+ :nillion and s be cut back her :iJnpo rt by 23. 2 per cent in 

the same period. Hungary and Poland increased their imports 

by 7. 1 per cent while Czechoslovakia took 6. 4 per cent more 
')'J 

over 1974. c....J 

As far as composition of trade concerned Japan buys 

raw-materials and semi-finished products from bulgaria and 

Hungery; finisbed products such as machinery, equipmm1t, 

sells tc ~.:,.,:.3c countries sophisticated tecbnology in plastics, 

machjnery, synthetics live rubber, che.11icals textilc:s c'tc. 

Japan also take part in JVCs in Eastern-Surope and 

scientific/technicELl co-operation in USSR. On the ;,;Lole, 

in their trade and economic relations both Japan and :East 

European Countries are satisfied with each other their trade 

rela.tion has stood the test of time and have shown considerable 

-· 

diversification in composition. Despite having a trade deficits 

with Japan, USSR is eager to explore nevi possibilities with her 

as Japan has always r6nained an important partner in exporting 

Soviet goods to third countries. 26 Thus in near future we can 

hope to see a more powerful and wider co-operation bebveen 

Eastern Japan and We stern Socialist Countries. 

---------------------
25. Goldman, J .R., "h'hen Capitalist •••• ", p. 248 

26. Sushkov, Vladimir, 1111ain Trends of the USSR's Trade and 
Economic Co-operation ·with Japan," Forei!Q!Jr~,No. 7, 
1985, p-18. 
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PROBLEM AREAS IN ·EAST-v.JEST TRADE 

We have already mentioned in the previous chapters 

that all is not well in the arena of trade and economic 

relations bet~een the rich capitalist industrialized 

countries and the socialist bloc of Eastern Europe includ

ing USSR. Though there is no doubt that the volllllle and 

range of trade and economic e::xc bange is increasing bet~een 

tbe two groups it has been entangled with problems. Some 

of these problems are chronic and some them are of' sporadic 

nature. At the sa:ne time on many occasions problens 

originated in the military and political field do, get 

manifested in the economic spb ere. Thus while talking about 

problems witbinin the spectrum of trade and economic rela

tions one cannot really overlook or ignore the problems of 

non-economic nature, though we will keep our attention 

mostly confined to on the fonner. 

To simplify matters, we will proceed with a very 

broad categorization of the problems with regard to the 

or1.gtn of the problems. We will distinguish between two 

different s-ources of origin. They are: (a) external 

source, that which e::xist outside the socialist bloc. Basic

ally, under this we will discuss the problems which have 

cropped up due to economic situation in the capitalist 
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markets, increasing prot.eetive' policies in the West and 

aggressive foreign policy of some industrialist countries 

headed mainly by the USA. (b) Internal problems are those 

associated with the manag·ement and execution of trade, 

technological gap leading to the need of bard currerey and 

hence finally ending up with heavy debt with tbe West. 

Here we will be merely concerned with the debt problem 

which bas been haunting many East European countries, 

though unevenly, for quite some time. 

Problems Originated in Outside the Socialist B;tqc_ 

Since the Brettonwood system· broke down in 1971 the 

world monetary system never really have ccme back to a 

stable normalcy. Then came the two oil shocks of 1973 and 
/ ,/ 

1979 which :fi1elled the chaos in international market like 

nothing else did. Added to these the periodic recession 

in the capitalist economies created a situation which would 

not have any sensible economic man happy about what was 

happening in the market. All these developments are now 

subsiding in varting .degrees. But till 1983 at least, the 

scenario in the capitalist economy continued to be "tense, 

complicated and contradictory". 1 Only the USA, UK and 

Japan ba.ve been successful to an extent in pulling off the 

------ ·----·---
1. Kamelinsky, Yuri, "Capitalist Econorny in 1983," Foreign 

Tr~de, No.1, 1984, p.26. 
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crisis. In most other capitalist countries production 

either continued to decline or its level remained un

changed. Unenployment grew, the level of inflation was 

high, the crisis seriously affected the international 

finances. The over rating of US dollar aggravated the 

monetary crisis to a still greater extent: GNP, basic 

industrial production everything was in crisis. 2 Quite 

naturally, the vollline of world trade was also declining 

and alth::>ugh in 1983 USA, Japan and UK managed to wear 
' 

-/ 
o:ffthe crisis to an extent, the trade volume in 1983 

renained at 1982 leve1. 3 All these would definitely have 

a decisive impact on East-West trade and our observation 

is tl1at it bas shown a negative impact (till 1983 East 

West trade continued to shrink). 

But before we proceed to elaborate the wors enirg 

trade and economic relations which bas become so prominent 

in eighties we must clarify ·the doubt which would occur to 

any observer of CMEA economies• In the previous sections 

we have contented that the confusion, instabilit~~wbich 

prevailed in late seventies and early eighties in the West 

had its origin or is a continuation of development started 

in early seventies. But at the same time we also know that 

it is during the period of early seventies and late seventies 

that East-West trade was most active. Now question arises 

2. Ibid., P• 26. 

3. Ibid.,, p.28. 
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here is that fiow in a more or less same situation a parti

cular trade relation can deteriorate. To answer this 

very simplicitly, we can point out that in the previous 

period it was west which was looking for markets, its 

capital was looking for an out-let frcm the grip of tension, 

but in the current period it is the East-European block 
\/ 

which is looking for its end products seekingaplace in the 

West. 4 Thus it is a question of disparities in demand 

prevailing when one goes to the market. Consequently, an 
J 

East European country is forced to cut the prices of ·its' 

products but only to be alleged for indulging in dumping 

which aggravates the situation even more. Obviously other 

developments like Russian intervention in Afghanistan, 

escalation of arms race have contributed quite heavily in 

the general determination of East-West trade to which we 

will return. 

In· May 1983, a meeting was held between the heads . 
of the the state and gover.runent of seven leading capitalist 

v 
countries in Williamsberg (USA) ostensi'b1yy to discuss the 

prevailing economic situation, where trade and economic 

relations between East-West were also a major agenda. It 

was noted in its final docunent (para 9) that those relations 

-------------------------------
4. Here USSR should not be clubbed together with other 

European CMEA as USSR enjoys '- much more commanding 
position in the market than other CMEA members. 
-· . "' 
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should be in accord with interests of security. Such a 

tie up of the questions of the East West trade with 

aggressive foreign policy of· US figures in the seven's 

document for the first time~ Not only this, US has 

enhanced its effort to more actively use international 

organisations, primarily those in which industrial capita

list countries are the bulk of membership. For instance, 

Coca:n (Co-ordinating Committee for Multilateral Export 

Control), OECD, the IEA (International Energy Association) 

and directly' in NATO steps were taken to curtail their 

trade with the socialist states. Talks were held in Cocom 

to restrict more the items exportable to the socialist 

countries and also to broaden the option of the Committee. 6 

Again in May 1983, at the IEA sessions it was recommended 
I 

to Western European co.untries to curtail their purchase of 
v' 

Soviet natural gas. At the session of OBCD Council of·.~ 

ministers also it was agreed that "East West trade be 

considered as a factor determining the relation of the 

economic and military potentials of the two groups of 

countries, and also that subsidies for this trade be reduced. n7 

5. Kamelinsky, Y., n.1, p.28. 

6. Ibid., PP• 29-30. 

7· Ibid.,,, 
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In 1984, there was some upward tendencies in the 

economies of leading capitalist countries. But adverse 

economic and trade relations continued to be same if not 

aggravated. CMEA reacted to this kind of a situation 

in the following words in its Declaration of Summit 

Economic Conference in June -1984, "reliance on force, 

escalation of the arms race, and sub-ordination of econo-

mic relation to aggressive policy hamper the solutions of 

basic problems of world economic developnent and make it 

difficult to overcome the economic crisis in the capitalist 

world, compounded by energy, raw materials, food and 

monetary crises. Dis-organisation and restriction on 

international trade and instability in the world commodity 
v 

market are growing, the tide of protectionism rising and 

international monetary financial relations breaking, in 

particular, because of the imposition of artifically 

raised interest rates. n8 But despite this and other 

declarations and appeals to senses fran many quarters are 

witnessed throughout 1984 a continued deterioration of the 

condition of East-West trade because of the US administra

tions policy of confrontation, politicization of inter

national economic relations and economic war against the 

------·-----------
8. Karnelinsky, Yuri, "The Economic Outlook and Trade Policy 

of Capitalist Countries in 1984," foreign Trade, No.2, 
1985. ---
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countries of the socialist world. A new procedure of 

granting export licenses have come into force makir.g 

export of science intense products fran the USA more 

difficult. Cocom has extended the list of restricted 

i terns by including equipment for telephonic exchange, 

computers and equipment for them as well as appropriate 

soft-ware for machineries whose e:xport is already under 
,/ 

control. 9 The USl is insisting that its NATO allies stop 

exporti.qs goods which will for some reason or the other be 

considered strategical and that they agree that exception 

from the Coco:n rules be acc~pted by all the fifteen 

member countries. The latter ci.tcular would enable the 

USA to veto export from its allied countries. 

USA is trying to exert its pressure on neutral 

countries like Sweden and Austria. USA have asked for 

assurance from Spain that she would not re-e:xpo rt to 

Socialist countries the science-intense products she imports 
10 ~ 

from USA. The situation have gone to such an extent that' 

Financial Time wrote in April 1984 that over 300 West 

European companies trading with socialist countries are 

under the threat of US economic sanctions. 

------------------------------
9o Ibid, PP• 39-40. 

10. Ibid .. ' p.41. 
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Thus what emerges frcm our discussion is that the 

problems wbich originate from outside the bloc has more to 

do with non~economic factors than to economic ones. Although 

economic factors- are also responsible (like declining 

economic activity, reduction in world trade) it has been 

blown out of proportion deliberately and too blatantly 

by hostile governnent of the USA and its allies. But there 

are still rays of hope and one must not overlook the forces 

co u.nt eracting the destructtve policies which have emerged 

out of cool economic calculations and have managed to 

survive the onslaught of aggressive policies of those very 

states to which those forces belong. In the following 

paragraphs we will briefly outline the objective process 

expanding East-West cooperation which nei~her US or its 

allies can bring to a halt. before we turn to the discus

sion of internal problems hampering East-West trade. 

First example of this process is the international 

(industrial) fair held in Hanover in April 1984 where a 

seminar was organised on the question of economic, scientific, 
.· 

and technical cooperation between USSR and FRG. Desires 

were expressed to look for new spheres of co-operation and 

the need for long term orientation on mutually advantageous 

trade a..TJ.d economic relations. Another example is US-USSR 

Trade and Economic Council, which knits over 200 American 
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Corporations and Soviet foreign-trade organisations, which 

met in its regular session in May 1984, in New York. In 

the general resolution adopted by the participants it was 

stated that 11the development of trade and economic rela

tion'between USSR and USA on the principles of equity, 

mutual benefit and absolute fulfilment of commitments 

assured would help improve relation between the two countries, 

ease world tension and maintain peace. 1111 International 

Chamber of Commerce also did not lag behind in raising the 

voice of sanctity. In its 28th Congress held in June 1984 

a special session was organised on the problem and prospects 

of trade and economic relations between East and West. In 

its appeal to Western business circle it has stated that its 

stands for further expansion of trade and economic relations 
,/ 

between East and West and opp_osed the policy of discrimina-

tion and confront undennining international trade. 12 on 

the socialist front all these haye been observed favourably 

and a Soviet foreign-trade ministry spokesman has reiterated 

CHEA's declared policy in the following words, "As for the 

Soviet Union it is consistently opposed to restriction and 

discrimination in international trade and favour mutual 

11 • Ibid. ' p. 41 

12. TI:id. 

-------
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advantages trade contracts with those capitalist countries 

interested in expanding trade with the Socialist states. n13 

Tpe first problem in the sphere of East-Hest trade 

we can locate in the organisational structure of the CHEA 

its elf. First of all Comecon is not a supra-national body 

with power to take decisions and enforce them1 4 Soviet 

scheme to give more muscles have been successfully opposed 
/ 

by East-Europe .who· regard them as a threat to their 

national sovereignity. So Comecon can act only as an 

international talking shop and civil services. On all but 

procedure matters it can merely make recommendation which 

to be binding has to be approved by all the participants 

on the other hand, the European ccxnmunity tries by making 15 

and referring rules (li!te lower tariffs etc.), to create 

a common market in which companies have more opportunity 

to and stimulus to go for profitable venture. 16 To 

persuade the European countries to play this game is tough 

---------------------
13. Ibid., p.42. 

14. Frar.klyn, Daniel and Edwina Moreton, "COMECON Survey," 
Economist, April 20, 1985. . 

15. A resolution in Cl1EA can be passed only if it is 
approved by the ·Canmunist parties of all member coll.ntries. 

16. Franklyn, D and Edwina, M. , n.14, 
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enough but in case of Q.1EA it is virtually impossible. 

This la.ck of authority on the part of 0.1EA decisively has 

a negative influence on its bargaining power in the inter

national market vis-a-vis other well organised powerful 

bodies. 

It is true that stronger economic bonding amongst 

its members is Cf1EA' s aim but they cannot leave it to the 

market forces sine e their ideology is.to run things by 

central plans. "Plan Co-ordination" wbich is supposed to 

be CQvlECON' s substitute ftJr market forces involves 

consult~tions over each member's economic strategy. 17 It 

covers both trade planning and increasingly, long term 

programmes ,in such areas as energy and research. Planners 

from every country are supposed to act keeping an eye on 

the overall CMEA objectives and priority. Thus in the 

wider. scale the old problem of decision from the top 

enters the area of foreign trade ignoring the initiatives 

and enterprise from below. In order to coordinate the 

plans Cl-EA has evolved an. organisation of formidable 

complexity which we have discussed in a previous chapter. 

In short we can say that the rigidity which 

prevails in centrally planned economies like East Europe 

leads to the problem of exceedingly slow decision making18 

and host of other associated problems which should be 

·------------------------------
17. Ibid. 

18. Ibid. 
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looked into for a better exploitation, thorough participa

tion in the international market. The centrally planned 

economic system often results in rshortages of goods and 

servicesi competitive stimulus, incentives for prices, 

links between producers and consumers and meaningful prices.are 

more or less absent. As we have already stated, in Co:ftiE.CON 

these problems get manifested to an 'international scale' 

and gets even more complicated by the member countries 

stubborn attitude towards their own sovereignty. 

The problems which crop up due to the foreign trade 

mechanism and economic system existing in the CMEA countr:1 es 

do get manifested in the form or delays, wasteful competition 

amongst trE CMEA c.countriESin tbe international market, 

production of outdated products due to lack of information 

and so on. Another problem whose origin can be traced in the 

strategies adopted in the in it tal indLiStrializ ation phase 

is the huge technological gap which exists between East and 

West particularly in tbe sphere of consumer durables. This 

leads to pr9duct:tontof inferior gp ods and bene e induces non

competiveness amongst the exporters f.rom Eastern EurOpe. 19 

As we have already mentioned in tlle previous chapter tbat 

that there exists an objective necessity to input modern 

advanced technology there has emerged within CMEA a very 

-----------------------------
19· Here werare referring to heavy emphasis on steel, heavy 

machinery in earlier years of planning. 
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important clas sificetion of goods, namely, hard goods 

and non-hard goods. 20 The need of bard currency and· 

severe scarcity of bard currency bas not only caused mis

turst between member countries fran t:ime to time but also 

caused now too well talked about problem of debt burden. 

The problem of debt burden will be discussed separately 

towards the end of this chapters and in the following 
r 

paragraphs we will concern ourselves with the problems 

associated with industrial cooperation between East am 

West. 

The first problem relating to industrial coopera

tion is that East-European countries are not as favourably 

placed as USSR in the eyes of western companies. Because 

of the relatively limited national markets in the majority 

of CMEA. coWltries, the majority of capitalist companies 

primarily show an interest in the CMEA market as a whole 

or in its biggest national market, the USSR. ttTh'ey are 

only interested in the smaller national markets to the 

extent that they satisfy the specific economic and 

technological req~irements of a given under-taking or to 

tbe extent they are able to penetrate the CMEA. market 

through cooperation agreements in these smaller markets 

-----------------------------
20. Hard goods are those which is not available within the 

Eastem bloc and have to be bought with hard currency. 
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21 or to import important raw materials." This problan can 

be solved probably to a great extent by involving smaller 

countries in the cooperation between USSR and advanced 

capitalist countries. This will require a long term well 

thought out programme by every individual country concerned. 

Another problem in the area of East-West Co-operation 

projects is the question of incorporating them into the long 

tenn plans of the socialist countrtes. To have a decisive 

impact on ecorrimy, development and mutual trade the joint 

projects cannot be working independently of the goals and 

ob j ect:i.ves of long term planninge But this need of having 

a long term planning for the joint projects and at the same 

time incorporating them into the perspective plan demands 

ex:i.stence of a number of alternat:tves to pick up one from. 

They should contain possible alternatives for standards, 22 

condition and efficiency parameters and smuld also include 

mutual infqrmation. But going by the existing practice 

this drawing up of alternatives would not be an easy job. 

Long-tenn planni.ng also carries within it the proble:n of 

uncertainties both in the external environnents and \dthin 

the interr~ goals of East-West cooperation agreements. 

-----------------------------
21· Pesci, K., Euture· of Socialist Economic In~e~§at!~~ 

reprinted in East-European Economics, Fall 1 o, Vo.t.XIX, 
No.1, pp.172-73. 

22. Ibid., P• 174. 
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In Pesci 's opinion, co-ope rat ion projects, plans and 

agreements embodying short-term direct action programmes 

should be made realistic on both sides - and above all 

by the socialist countries - by provid tng for reserves 

to eliminate the disruptive effects of uncertainities. 23 

This problem of un-certainities can be solved either by 

a reserve of· supply of capital, technical expertise, 
' 

financial resources or by introducing a flexibility in 

the plan structure. But in most of the centrallyplanned 

economies we are discussing, these steps can still be 

regarded to be too far fetching. 

In addition to above hurdles there is aaso the 

elements of risk associated in a joint proj-ect for the 

capitalist partner which may hamper the progress of this 

area. In a socialist economy state intervention in the 

matt.$rs of enterprise and in other affairs (e. g. price 

policy) can be arbitrar and unpredictable. Change. of 

any kind in the market will seriously hamper the "perfonn-

anc e"of the capitalist parter. Again, in joint projects 

where indigenous partner's financial position is is 

relatively weak in terms of their own asset can create 

mistrust. The large enterprises are particularly in a bad 

position in this regard. They can get money for important 
--------------------------·-----------
23. Ibid. 
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ventures only through state preferential funds. "The 

question iw wehther in the preliminary but highly 

important state of negotiations on co-operation the 

capitalist partners can be expected to believe that 
24 these:preferences will be given." 

The Problem of Debt Burden 

There is no doubt to the fact that phenomenal 

increase in the East-European countries participation in 

·the international credit operation has its origins in the 

process of political detent~ and closer economic cooperation 

between :East and West. Richard Partes puts 1 t in the fo~low

ing words,. "· •• in the seventies there was a virtual explosion 

in East-West trade and in credit extended by the West to 

Eastern .EUrope. In an atroosphere of detente many different 

political and economic forces have created an opportunity 

to realize profit and capitalism, based as it is on competi

tion, seized the opportunity with its characteristics flexi-

bility and alacricity". 25 But we must admit at the same 

time that political detente was only the immediate cause of 

the need of cooperation and the ob j active nee es si ty for such 

an atmosphere was felt by the plam.ers since mid-sixties. 

24. Ibid., P• 176. 

25. Partes, Richard, "East-Europe Debt to the. West," Foreign 
Affai~, No.7, 1977, PP·751. 
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At the cost of being repetitive we mention again 

that the late 1960s showed the need to increase productivity 

in the face of perceived technological gap~which led the 

planners to seek substantial efforts of Western machinery. 

Not only equipment and, technology, but also consu.nption 

aspiration came from "denonstration effecttt from the Hest. 

Moreover, authorities believed that higher consumption might 

itself stimulate labour productivity. Finally, organisa

tion and incentive problems made agricUlture vulnerable to 

bad weather, and early seventies saw two major harvest 

failures. 26 

These pressures were paralled by the problems in 

selling manufacture in the West. Deficient quality standards 

and a structure of supplyt-ho similar to goods already 

surplus in \.fest ern markets were major obstacles; the 

recession beginning in 1974 accentuated the:n• Countries 

like Hungary, Bulgaria and Ranania suffered from fluctuation 

due to the agricultural protectionism of the EEC countries. 

On top of this an adverse tenns of trade (TOT) since 1973 

sever ely hit all East European countries except the USSR 

and Poland. But all these problems soould not leadf: us ,to 

the conclusion that large scale borrowing from 1973 was 

in response to short-ter~ problems in harvest and TOT set

backs. It only reflects a dis- equilibriun of more fundamental 

26. Ibid., P•754. 
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nature. "One e the East-European countries discovered that 

they could borrow large amounts without un-acceptable poli

tical conditions, it was therefore, natural that they should 

wish to postpone adjustments. 1127 Initially East-European 

require:¥ents appear to be negligible. But as recession 

deepened and Western private demand fell (demand for loan) 

the liquidity of Euro-dollar market grew and East-Europe 

had no difficulty in arranging for five to seven years loan 

on excellent terms. 

Although Euro-rnarket lending constitute the chuhk 

of total East-European debt, Western governnents have also 

been eager to extent export credits or at least to guarantee 

those offered privately. In an atmosphere of det~ the 

Western fir.ns are also eager to woo the East-European 

customers. At the same time, rece~sion imposed a competi

tive search for export markets in East, particularly for 

capital goods and barring UpA all the major West European 

countries have announced major loan guarantee purchase 

schemes covering various East European countries. 

At the end of 1970 the total debt of East-Europe to 

the West was 8.3 billion US dollars of which East Europe 

accounted for ·5. 8 billion US dollars and USSR shared 2. 5 

billion. Within a span of five years it shot up to 45.3 
·--------------

27 • Ibid., P• 755. 



billion US dollars (of which East Europe shared 27.4 billion 

US dollar and USSR took 14.4 billion) the debt is increasing 

ever since but different sources give different figures of 

debt. For example, the total indebtedness or CMEA in 1978 

was amounted to be 59 billion US dolL'lr by Brooklin Institute, 

¢53 billion by IMF survey, ~55. 5 billion by Chase .. }1anhattan 

bank and in Table 1 given belO\v we find it to be $48 billion?8 

But without bothering much about the eJtact amount we can 

see the overall trend over the years and also the relative 

importance of it~· on different countries by taking up any of 

the sources as our basis for analysis. 

From Table 1 (given in the following page) we see that 

growth of debt was highest in case of Bulgaria, followed by 

Polland with 21 per cent average amual increase. The 

countries with the lowest growth were Czechoslavakia with 

12 per cent and Hungary with 11 per cent average annual 

growth of indebtedness. "Tbe growth of mdebtedness . 

paralleled the increase in deficits in trade with capitalist 

countries which doubled in the first half of the seventies 

and then levelled off. u29 

---------------------------------
28. 

29. 

Czerkawski 7 Kr~ystof, "The Indebtedness of Socialist 
Countries t.o the West," in East .EuroJ2ean_:§.conomics 
Fall1982, Vol.XXI, No.1, p:-EE; foot note 11. 

Ibid. , P• 81. 
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Table 1 

INDEBTEDNESS OF EUROPEAN SOCIALIST COUNTRIES IN 1970-79 

(Billions of_1L_ 

Country 1970 1975 1978 1979 ---
Bulgaria 0.7 1. 8 2.7 4.2 

Czechoslavakia 0.3 1. 8 2.7 3·0 

GDR 1. 0 3.8 5·9 6.9 

Hungary 0.6 2. 1 3.7 4·9 

Rumania 1. 2 3.6 4.7 5.3 

Poland 0.8 6.9 13. 0 18.5 

USSR 0.9 1 o. 0 17.1 21.6 

ALL 6.5 29·1 48.0 65.4 

Source: Reproduced from "The Indebetedness of Socialist 
Countries to the West, 11 K 

The indebtedness of socialist countries from the 

Euro-dollar market is increasing faster than the indebtedness 

incurred through government backed loans. There are many 

reasons for this. Because of the easy accessibility and 

simplified transaction, this credit is preferred to any 

other mode of financial transaction. Mo~eover, the cost of 

Euro-currency loans are much lower than other usually avail

able credit types. In Euro-currency loans the only cost is the 

interest payable with the princ ipla on expiration of the term. 
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Another attraction of using Euro-currency bans is the 

freedom they offer in regard of spending the money. But of 

late even from these sources the loans have started to be 

tied with heavy interest rate. 

It is quite pertinent for us at this stage to examine 

whether East-European countries really dor:not face any such 

problem of going bankrupt. The ability of a country to 

settle debts generally depends on three factors: (1) Credit 

Terms (terms of payment, interests and penalties); (2) The 

possibility of earning revenue from free currency exports; 

and (3) The possi~ity of reducing pa)~ents with free 

currency imports. 31 

The rnost important requirement for a sound ability to 

settle debts is borrower's ability to direct borrowed funds 
. 

to import sUbstitution and export promotion sectors. The 

allocation of investments made on the basis Of hard currency, 

self-financing, the degree of profitability of import substi

tution and export promotion production and economy• s ability 

to accumulate export surpluses are also very important.~~,~ .: .. c. 

The need to reduce payrn ents on free currency imports 

was expressed in the policy of import rationalisation i.· e. 

reducing the growth rate of import from the West to reduce 

the trade deficit adopted by the CMEA.. But the fact still 

remains that socialist economies of Europe acquired a high 

------------------------------
31. Ibid., p.84, foot note 19· 
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level dependency on import and hence trade bill cannot be 

. balanced so.lely by restricting import. On the other hand 

a sudden cut in import can cause disturbance in the economy 

leading to slowing doYJn of economic growth rates. Thls 

increnent of export revenue .is vital for CMEA. countries to 

be able to repay the debt. For this along with the 

expansion of export sector there should be simul1aneous 

elimination of protectative measures adopted by the some 

Western capitalist countries. 

Very often credit worthiness of a country is measured 

by • debt service ratios' (cost' of credit divided by export 

revenue). But this indicator overlook the issues Of 

profitability of pro-export sector or its efficiency and 

country's capacity to divert investment towards export 

promotion activities. 

On the premises accepted in the West, the higher is 

the export revenue earmarked,for debt payment, the higher 

is the sensitivity of import to export revenue. Thus a 

drop in export of a country may prevent her from· reaching 

requisite imports while discharging bhe credit· obligations. 

Furthermore, countries beccme usually cautious if the ratio 

of service on debts to exports is more than o. 25 in t :00 

long run. A cursery glance in the following Table 2 will 

reveal that this coefficient is higher for each and every 

East-European Socialist economy. 
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T~ble 2 

LOAN PAYl'-iE:t,i"TS BY CMEA IN FREE CURRENCY 1978 

·---------------------------~~~--~----------------- __ -....B!tio of ____ 
Country loan payments to net indebt-e~d-ne_s_s~t-o-
-------~ex;;.!R~o.-r_t...._.r-.::e-.:v-.e_n=u ... e_l2Z 8 export re yenue 122.§_ 

Bulgaria 

Czechoslovakia 

GDR 

Hungary 

Poland 

Romania 

o. 87 

0.33 

0.49 

0.60 -0.66 

0.43 

3.6 

0.8 

2.2 

1. 7 

2.8 

1. 0 

Source: Czerkawski 1 Kr zystof 7 "The Indebtedness of Socialist 
Countries t.o the West.," in East EurQ~ru::t_Economies 
Fall 1982, Vol.XXI, No.1, p785. 

From the above Table 2 one can see that the countries 

in the worst position are Bulgaria and Poland and countries 

with relative ease are Czechoslovakia and Romania. But here 

we should observe that the higher proportion of Bulgaria's 

debt is not only due to large indebtedness but also due to 

low export earning fran the capitalist west. At the same 

time Romania's position seems to be satisfactory because of 

the fact that sbe drawn out most of her credit from :tnter

national currencies not ~isted in the table. (Rcmania 

secures credits from IMF am IBRD of which she is a manber). 

On the basis of the data presented above it is 

evident that given the current level of export revenues the 



only way to improve debt position is to redeuce the trade 

deficits of the CMEA countries. According to one calcula

tion, if the level of export and import had remained at 

1977 level the indebtedness of these countries would have 

increased to $90 billion. That too, if 1980 import level 

had equalled the 1977 the stabilization of indebtedness 

would have required an annual growth in free currency 

exports of 10 per cent for the USSR, 20 per cent for 

Bulgaria and 8 per cent for other countries assuming no 

price increase. 32 

We have already mentioned about the bleak possibility 

of reduction 1m import. But some improvement in debt pay

ment may be possible by curtailing some consumer goods 

importation and exportation of some highly demanded goods 

at the cost of sacrificing the horne market. But these 

steps can be decided only after assessing the objective 

conditions of every single country. 

Among the socialist countries, the Soviet Union 

undoubtedly has the best credit standing. This is because 

ofits relatively lower coefficiat of indebtedness than rest 

of the (}lEA countries and its vast source Of raw materials 

and a highly developed economic potential. In terms of 

debt sizes and the dependerc e to which exports are encumbered 

----------------- ------
32. Ibid., p. 86, foot note 22. 
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by debt payments, Poland's situation is most precaurious. 

In fnlfilling the -debt obligation Poland (and some other 

countries also) will have to d raw on some more credit and 

this makes it imperative that she spends her present 

borrowed funds in proper way. 
, 

The speculation about future in terms of debt 

problem is still 'on in both East and West. Some in the 

West argue that past records are nothing but a part of the 

sinister plan by Cl1EA's to deliver the final blo\.J at the 

capistlist world by .._ .. _' defaulting. w'hile there are many 

others who argue that debt problem can be overcome with 

mutual trust and help. On the Eastern side a strong group 

argue that only de:entral1zing reforms can solve the 

perpetual problem of hard currency. But Hungarian experience 

shows that before it was hit by adverse tenns of trade (TOT) 

it was significantly improving its hard currency trade 

performar1ce. Thus, perhaps one can argue that the case 

for a complete decentralisation is not_proved. A limited 

decentralization and rationalization would SLffj_ce. Again 

in the case of Romania we see that even without systanatic 

change its exports performam e improved after it got most 

favoured nation (MFN) treatment.and generalized system of 

Preference Tariff Treatment granted (July 1975 and January 

1976 respectively). This suggests that lowering tariffs 

might help in a big way.33 

--------------·----~---------33. Ibid. 
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Looking at the overall situation one can observe 

tbat debt service ratio of Ci'1EA countries will remain high 
I 

in coming years. The surplus of trade will be rather 

modest ($4billion accordi~ to OECD sources;in 1983) and 

not enough to repay the debt burden. In addition to this 

we notice that reserve of CMEA countries in Bank for 

Internatjonal Settlement (BIS) have dropped to a critical 

level and a bug e amount of repayment fell between 1982 

June and 1983 September~ The incapability of increasing 

the bard currency reserve is the main reason for the 

present precaurious position or smaller C.l1EA countrj.es. 

To give a clear picture of present trade deficits of the 

CHEA countries we present Table 3 illustrating the deficits. 

During 1970s substant:i.al trade deficit was financed 

by Western banks and government loans. In 1970 the amount 

of loan was $0. 1 billion. As we seen in Table 3, after 

1976 Poland and USSR which together accounted for 65 per 

cent of CHEA-\·Jest trade, substantially reduced their deficits. 

Nevertheless the net bard currency indebtedness rose further. 

In 1971 the net debt to the west was around $6 million and 

in 1981 it became around ¢76 billion.35 The present debts 

·--------
34. Dobrovolny, Jiri "East-West Trade in a Transition Period," 

East-Europ~~Quarterl~, XVII, No.3, September 1983, 

35. Ibid. , P• 332. 



Tabl_~_j_ 

OECD/COMECON CUJ:vfULATIVE TRADE BALANCES ($ million) 

Year Bulgaria Czechoslavakia GDR Hungary Poland Ru,11ania USSR 

1971 87 52 15 89 -193 147 -597 

1973 362 250 280 293 876 728 +333 

1974 794 456 331 738 2580 1 '211 -589 

1975 1494 698 428 1320 4905, 1,)60 3185 

1976 1947 1082 653 1708 6826 1,600 6188 '-0 
'-.) 

1977 2333 1290 715 2355 7972 2,033 7590 

1978 2861 1448 795 3442 9194 2,721 9' 153 

1979 3175 1449 1567 3888 10~44 3,243 8,241 

1980 3709 1209 1963 4353 11056 3,699 5,249 

1981 4807 825 2275 5049 11896 3,075 2,417 

Source: Dobrovorany, "East-Weat Trade in Transition Period," East Europe quarterly 
XVII, No.3, Septemb~r 1983, p. 340. 
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of the ca.r~:oN countries represent a bigh percentage of their 

net material product and in some cases are a multiple of 

export earnings. The burden of the debt is also increasing 

considerably. The rise in interest rates in t'WO years 

(82-84) put additional charges to their debt service. In 

1980-81 they switched to more short-term basis and non

syndicated borrowings, 'Which brought obvious problems, as 

some banks are not willir.g to extend their credit maturity 

for longer period (see Table 4). 

Table 4 shows clearly that bulk of the credits (more 

tban 50 per cent of the total) are given for a period of t'Wo 

years or less. The refusal on long term credits can perhaps 

be explained partly by the Polish and Romanian debt am also 

to the trade sanctions imposed after the introduction of 

mill tary regime in Poland. But the real reason must be due 

to the growing debt service payments and partie ularly the 

infavourable schedule of debt maturities in 1982-83 are 

the real factors behind such behaviour. 

Here we should note one problem characterj stic of 

CHEA countries and this is concerned 'With the nature of 

data. Except Romania and. Hungary who are now merribers of 

IMF, CMEA countries. d.o not publish ccmparable balance of 

payment data. This trade flows, especially their bard 

currency t~ade, are tberefore used for estimating their 



Table 4 

MATURITY DISTRIBUTION OF QvlEA COUNTRIES LIABILITIES VIS-A- VIS WESTERN BANKS 
( en.:l of Dec ember 1981 ) 

Position Vis-a-vis Tota.l shares % Share oTAmounts Outstanding" up to-
and including__ 

one year Two years over2-pnal10cated 

--- ~~!S. 

East Europe 1 oo. oa 42.1 10.0 32.9 15.0 

Bulgaria 100.0 48.1 14.4 25. 8 11.7 

Czechoslavakia 100.0 37.6 7·9 46.3 8.2 

GDR 100.0 42.6 . 15.3 27.1 15. 1 

Hungary 100.0 40.4 7·2 44.9 7.4 

Poland 100.0 36.1 12.4 34.7 16.7 

Romania 100.0 35.3 1 o.6 27.4 26.7 

USSR 100.0 50.0 5.4 29., 15.4 
-- --- --

(a) E:xcluding undisbur.sed credits. 

Source: COHECON Foreign Trade Data, Vienna, 1982, p~476. 

"' '-() 
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hard currency trade, are therefore, used for estimating 

their ability to repay their debts. The availability and 

accuracy of their trade statistics is particularly 

important. Though tbere are problems about the reliability u1 

of statistical data collected from different sources, one 

common thing which emerges in the period beginning fran 

1970 is tr.at COMECON countries have shown permanent 

deficits in their trade balance with the i'lest duri~ 

seventies. 

So far as deterioration since 1980 per~aining to 

East-West trade is concerned it is not only due to explicit 

sanctions by the West. "The leeway for future development 

is also restricted by the OONECON countrie~' inability to 

produce enough foreign exchange and by the increasing 

reluctance of Western banks to grant new credits. n36 To 

defuse the problem of hard currency CCJ1'1EPON countries are 

increasingly looking for bilateral trade on a compensation 

basis even with developing countries. But the truth still 

. remains that COMECON countries must improve the quality 

of their goods and services to penetrate the Western markets 

in the long-run. 

Thus what appears after discussing the issue of debt 

problem is that only escape route left for CMEA from hard 

36. Ibid. , p~ 333. 
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currency squeeze is to cut· back imports fran the West and 

promote imports in convertible currencies. Several 

countries have done this in· 1982 with varying success. 

But we have already observed that this could at best be 

a short tenn strategy because "such action would not only 

weaken the e~port potential but the COI1ECON system is 

designed in such a way that no c~:)Untry is projected to 

general a trade suri>lus over an extended period. Irutead 

each country must meet certain deli very requirements as 

scheduled. u37 At the same time si~ e 1979 the regional 

self sufficiency of East European countries has been d 

decreasing. The demand for raw materials is more than 

what the region has. As .Dobrovolony states, "while the 

mutual deliveries of the CMEA countries covered to 93 per 

cent of the total coal and coke demand in 1979, such 

figure for oil and iron ore amounted only ~o abou'ti 70 per 
,. 

cent. Since the Soviet oil deliveries will even further 

decrease, the degree of self sufficiency will decrease 

further 11 .3 8 Thus in E'ist-European countries we find the 

situation where it is necessary to curtail the import but 

at the same time import cannot be cut drastically if the 

planners do not want to see the w:OOle plan to go topsy 

turvy. 

37. Ibid., pp.334-35 

38. Ibid., pp.336-37. 
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In the. light of the existing paradoxial situation 

what appears to us as the only correct and sensible way 

to come out of the problem is mutual effort and co

operation by both East and West. One sided effort like 

vJestern banks and governments b ec aning cautious while~: 

extending loans or East-European countries trying to 

curtail import will only ace entuat e tbe problem.. But to 

put up a mutual endeavour botb East and West have to 

weigh and accept politi.cal, economic and social actions 

they had dis-approved in the past. The need of the hour 

is to mobilize all possible and attainable efforts by the 

centrally planned economies to be a good competitor in the 

international market and at the same t:irne sirnul taneous 

eliminatjon of discreminatory practices in the area of 

.l:b'oreign trade, credit sanctions and remove protectative 

practices by the capitalist world. to To achieve this the 

decision makers on both sides of tte fence must listen to 

economic reasons rather than insensibly sticking to 

destructive· political· and mill tay logic. 



Chapter V 

C 0 N C L U S I 0 N 

As we have already noted earlier, the East-Hest 

trade is still in a transition period even after three 

decades of its existence. Doubts, faitrJ..essness, non

econornjc considerations stifle a healthy growth of 

trade and economic relations at every level. Political 

factors and other factqrs, which are considered to be 

"strategic" by the international power mongers, very 

often distor~ the very lor:;ic of economic cooperatton. 

As we have seen in our previous chapters, despite having 

attained a healthy change in attitude on the basis of 

sensibl·? assessment of economic necessity, East-West trade 

is stagnating in 1980s. Problems whi.ch were t~ere for 

t1_uit e some time now, have ass u.rn ed all of a sudden * 

monstorous dimension in the eyes of the Western business

men, bankers and governnents alike. At the same time, 

in Eastern block there is yet to emerge a cons ens us on 

the extent of trade and economic relations with the \-Jest. 

While Hu...'1gary, Romania were in the forefronts and USSR 

a reluctant partner in East-\vest econ<lnic exchange, 

increasing influence of USSR attitude in already be1.r:g 

felt by some experts. Now what can be done to rectify 

the situation so that East-\-Jest relation blooms once 

again with full vigour and fragrance? The answer to this 

will effect a great proportion of world's population. 
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Quite naturally, keeping in mind our modest attempt 

to describe the scenario, we would not think of providing 

a ready made solution which has been eluding politicians, 

diplomats, economists for years. It is also impossible 

because, to our mind, a ready made solution, like a proper 

doses of medicine to cure a disease, is simply not available, 

neither it could be invented. Because it is quite obvious 

that when solution seekers are themselves responsible for 

the problems, no prol.)lern could ever be solved. 

Now, having vut the responsibility for the problens 

on the shoulders of the policy makers we are not at all 

trying to suggest that there exist no problems in East-~~est 

relation in reality but only in the minds of those concerned. 

What we are trying to say is that th.: re are some genuine 

problems but not one of them is such which is insurmountable. 

(The introduction of joint venture r·cGnporat ion shov1ed the 

adaptive capability of the economies both in the west and the 

east.) At the same tirne, these problens get mingled with 

mis-information and mis-trust on both sides making the whole 

problem area more complicated, more intractable. For example, 
I ' 

when East Europe borrows heavily as a part of its economic 

strategy doubts .are expressed in the West that Western 

sources of funds are in for a broad day light robbery. 

When due to the alar.ning proportion of debt East Europe 

becomes cautious, eyebrows are raised again branding them as 
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retrogressive. Again when East Europe/USSR enters with 

commodities in an already saturated market and sell at 

less than market price to earn bard currency, t bes e are 

accused of indulging in deliberate dumping ·and protection 

follpws •. A disturbance in the military balance of pov1er 

will lead to embargoes, abrupt change or halt in the 

economic cooperation between the two sides. So in the 

ultimate analysis it is not economics determining other 

activities but it is the case of laws of economies being 

subservient to other logic built upon either on one's 

suspicion or wild imagination. 

It is a fact that socialist bloc and capitalist 

West are competitors for the superiority over another in 

each and every field. Consequently every development 

within each bloc and between the blocs have to be watched, 

monitored closely and checks and balances have to be 

applied. This is quite natural when two distinctively 

different economic system participate in the international 

division of labour. But ~hat is disastovou~ is the 

doubts both sides have about each others intentions and 

which are not being clarified by any. To put the whole 

thing simply, we will mention only two points which are 

central to the realm of faithlessness existing between 

these two worlds. 
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(a) West has the feat that CPEs will eventually try 

to elin1inate the very sources which are be..ing 'used 1 for 

the development and modernisation of these economies; 1 

(b) East apprehends increasing trade with capitalist 

partners will lead to more exposure and vulnerability of 

the economy and wil~ in the long run attack the very founda-
2 tion of a Socialist ecommy. 

To our mind, the above two epitomises all the 

logic put forwarded in both the worlds against each others 

moves or attitudes. 

On top o~ the above, there is another very strong 

mis-conception which is, we believe, to be the basis of 

current hostile attitude by the West particularly USA. 

1. There is a very interesting oft-quoted conversation 
between Lenin and Radek which goes as follows: 
V.I.Lenin: "Comrades, don't panic, when things go 
very hard for us, we will give a rope to the bourgeoisie, 
and the bour~eoisie will hang itself" · 
Karl Radek: But Vladimir Illich, where will we get 
enough rope to lang the whole bourgeoisie?" 
v. I.Lenin: "They will sell it to us." 
Quoted in Smitb, Gordon, B (ed.), The Politics of East

West T~ade, Western Press, Boulder and London (1984), 
Chapter I, page 1. 

2. In this respect the following remarks made by Henry 
Kissinger is worth quoting: 
"Our strategy was to use trade concessions as a political 
instrum'ent, witholding them when Soviet conduct was 
adventurous and granting them in measured doses when tbe 
Soviets behaved copperatively." ? • ·.~ 
Ibid., P• 2. 
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This mis-core eption is the belief that East- West trade 

is basically a one-way technical flov1 fran West to the 

East. It is true that relatively speaking East needs 

more technology, bard currency more desperately than the 

West needs East-European raw materials. But the flow is 

never a one way street. One should not forget that USSR 

is the highest producer of natural gas and oil, its gold 

export to USA takes care of the food-grain it imports 

from USA. neither one can be blind to the fact that 

Socialist countries provide today an excellent reservoir 

of market and provide opportunity of expanding the market 

existing elsewhere. If it is 'tiri.ed up"''with a stroke of 

a pen there will be very few West E.lropean economies 

which would not be crippled. Furthermore, the multi

million dollar·loans that C:~A owes to the West will 

evaporate to the thin air if they go bankrupt either due 

to internal problem or problems originated from outside. 

We can extend the list of mutual dependence by also 

in:: ludi~ ron-traditional industrial exports from the 

East which belies the belief that it ,is only the West 

where tre reservoir of modern sophisticated technology 

lies. We have cited all these only to put forward the 

point that it is for the mutual interest and benefit 

of b·oth. East-West, the East- West trade and economic 
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relation must get back to normalcy and expand progressively. 

To achieve this those at tbe bel~ of affairs in the 

west must listen objectively to the saner elements, that 

we have mentioned elsewhere, within their own territory. 

On the Eastern side again, the CV~ must not forget the 

superior bargaining strength of a collective front than an 

ill- embodied one, CivlEA must evolve a long-term strategy 

keeping each and every ,nenb er into full confidence in the 

arena of East-West relations. We will reiterate here 

again that a successful integration schene will give them 

more ecommic muse le to deal fruitfully in the international 

market and at the same time foster East-\·lest trade and 

economic relations. This becomes all the more important 

for the smaller CMEA countries who depend heavily on food 

and raw materials, tho ugh USSR helps East Europe to quite 

an extent, and modern tecbnolog y on the West. As we have 

already outlmed ._before .. this dependency will continue 

for years to come and East-Europe must consider practical 

ways for keepdng problens within their griP• 

All said and done, at this point, however, there 

is not a single authority, whether individual, institutional 

or governmental, on East-West trade who can speak convincingly 

about the future course of development between the two systems. 

One just hopes that good sense will dawn upon same .• dayr-on the 

makers of desiny of the future· g_enerations and they will 

listen to reasons. 
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